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AGENDA

CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL

Wednesday, 27 March, 2019, at 10.00 am Ask for: Theresa Grayell
Darent Room - Sessions House

Telephone 03000 416172
Tea/Coffee will be available 15 minutes before the meeting 

Membership 

Mrs A D Allen, MBE (Chairman), Ida Linfield (Vice-Chairman), Ms J Bayford, Mr T Byrne, 
Ms K Constantine, Mr G Cooke, Mr T Doran, Mr J Dumigan, Ms S Dunstan, Ms L Fisher, 
Mrs L Game, Ms C Goodwin, Mr R Graves, Mr S Gray, Mr S Griffiths, Ms S Hamilton, 
Mrs S Hammond, Mr A Heather, Mr G Lymer, Mr M J Northey, Mrs S Prendergast, 
Ms N Sayer, Ms C Smith, Ms S Vaux and two vacancies.

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS
(During these items the meeting is likely to be open to the public)

The Chairman will assume that all Members will read the reports before attending the 
meeting.  Officers are asked to assume the same when introducing reports.

The Chairman will open the meeting. The first item of business will be a motion to exclude 
the press and public for item 1, as set out below.

MOTION TO EXCLUDE PRESS AND PUBLIC FOR EXEMPT BUSINESS

That, under Section 100A of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and 
public be excluded from the meeting for the following business on the grounds 
that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.

Paragraph 1 – Information relating to any individual
Paragraph 2 – Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual

EXEMPT ITEMS



1 Verbal Update from Our Children and Young People's Council (OCYPC) 
The update will include a short film of children and young people in care 
attending participation events.  As a result, the meeting will be closed to the 
press and public while the film is being shown. 

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS
(During these items the meeting is likely to be open the public)

2 Membership - to report that the Panel has a second vacancy due to the 
resignation from the County Council of Mrs Sue Gent 

3 Apologies and substitutes 

4 Minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 29 January 2019 (Pages 7 - 18)

5 Chairman's Announcements 

6 Challenge Card Update (Pages 19 - 22)

7 Verbal Update by Cabinet Member (Pages 23 - 24)

8 Performance Scorecard for Children in Care (Pages 25 - 34)
9 Statutory Health Assessment Data Overview - Work to Improve Outcomes 

(Pages 35 - 36)

10 Youth Justice Service - Performance Scorecard Data (Pages 37 - 40)

11 Lifelong Links (Pages 41 - 64)

12 Care Leavers Survey (Pages 65 - 104)

13 The role and work of UASC Champions (Pages 105 - 110)

14 Change for Kent Children programme (Pages 111 - 112)

15 Ofsted focused visit on the front door (Pages 113 - 118)

EXEMPT ITEMS
(At the time of preparing the agenda, the only exempt item was part of item 1.  During any 

other such items which may arise the meeting is likely NOT to be open to the public)

Benjamin Watts
General Counsel
03000 416814

Tuesday, 19 March 2019

Please note that any background documents referred to in the accompanying papers 
maybe inspected by arrangement with the officer responsible for preparing the relevant 
report.



KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL

MINUTES of a meeting of the Corporate Parenting Panel held in Darent Room - 
Sessions House on Tuesday, 29 January 2019.

PRESENT: Mrs A D Allen, MBE (Chairman), Ms J Bayford, Mr R H Bird (Substitute 
for Ida Linfield), Mr G Cooke, Mr T Doran, Ms S Dunstan, Ms L Fisher, Mr R Graves, 
Mrs S Hammond, Mr G Lymer, Mr M J Northey, Mrs S Prendergast, Ms C Smith and 
Ms S Vaux

ALSO PRESENT: Mr R W Gough

IN ATTENDANCE: Miss T A Grayell (Democratic Services Officer)

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS

121. Membership 
(Item 1)

The Panel noted that Karen Constantine had joined the Panel in place of Dara 
Farrell. 

122. Apologies and substitutes 
(Item 2)

1. Apologies for absence had been received from Justin Dumigan, Lesley Game, 
Sue Gent, Stephen Gray, Sarah Hamilton, Andy Heather, Ida Linfield and Nancy 
Sayer.  

2. Rob Bird was present as a substitute for Ida Linfield. 

3. The Corporate Director of Children, Young People and Education, Matt 
Dunkley, was also unable to attend as he was recovering from a recent hip operation.  
Panel Members sent Mr Dunkley their best wishes for a speedy recovery.  

123. Minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 1 November 2018 
(Item 3)

It was RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 1 November 2018 are 
correctly recorded and they be signed by the Chairman. There were no matters 
arising. 

124. Chairman's Announcements 
(Item 4)

The Chairman congratulated and thanked Rob Barton and Chelsea Goodwin, 
Apprentice Participation Workers, Virtual School Kent, who had made such an 
excellent presentation to the full County Council on 13 December, when introducing 
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the Panel’s annual report.  Panel Members thanked the young people who had 
attended and said that, as corporate parents, they were very proud of them. 

125. Verbal Update from Our Children and Young People's Council (OCYPC) 
(Item 5)

1. Sophia Dunstan, Participation Support Assistant, and Reece Graves, 
Apprentice Participation Worker, Virtual School Kent (VSK), gave a verbal update on 
the work of the OCYPC, the Super Council and the Young Adult Council and 
forthcoming participation events. The text of these updates will be appended to these 
minutes. With Tony Doran, Head Teacher, Virtual School Kent, they responded to 
comments and questions from the Panel, including the following:-

a) participation events were funded from a combination of a VSK budget and 
contributions by individual County Council Members’ grants; and

b) the aim was for the small groups for boys and girls to each include around 
ten young people, to keep the size manageable and enjoyable. The girls’ 
group currently had nine participants. To engage more hard-to-reach 
young people in these groups would be good. 

2. The update included reference to the wish to stage a ‘Take Over’ Corporate 
Parenting Panel day, similar to the ‘Whitehall Take Over’ in November 2018. This 
idea was greeted with interest and enthusiasm by Panel Members.   

3. It was RESOLVED that the verbal updates be noted, with thanks, and the 
suggestion of a ‘Take Over’ Corporate Parenting Panel day be welcomed.  

 
126. Challenge Card Update 
(Item 6)

1. Caroline Smith, Interim Assistant Director of Corporate Parenting, introduced 
the report and summarised progress on challenge cards for the rent guarantor 
scheme and the timing of interview panels involving young people on the Recruit 
Crew.  

2. The pilot of the rent guarantor scheme was currently half-way through, with 15 
young people taking part; 9 female and 6 male. The aim was to involve 25 young 
people and then to assess the effectiveness of the pilot before deciding whether or 
not to pursue a key decision by the Cabinet Member to set up the scheme. Ms 
Dunstan spoke of her good experience of the rent guarantor scheme and how 
responsive and supportive she had found it. 

3. Dates and times of interview panels involving young people were being 
addressed by liaising with the County Council’s human resources (HR) team.  The 
future dates of Corporate Parenting Panel meetings had also been placed in school 
holidays wherever possible to allow more young people to attend and speak to the 
Panel without missing school or college. 

4. Ms Smith and Sarah Hammond, Director of Integrated Children’s Services 
(Social Work Lead), responded to comments and questions from the Panel, including 
the following:-
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a) asked about foster carers’ awareness of the rent guarantor scheme, Ms 
Smith advised that the personal advisors who would work with 17-year-olds 
to prepare them for leaving care would also work with foster carers to 
prepare them for the transition period.  As the scheme was currently only a 
pilot, it had not yet been included in strategy documents and would have 
wider publicity when it was launched as a permanent scheme.  Ms 
Hammond explained that the scheme related to young people taking on 
fully-independent accommodation and paying rent at market rates.  She 
reassured the Panel that the scheme would not be used as a way of 
encouraging young people into independent accommodation if they were 
not ready and fully prepared to do so; 

b) it was acknowledged that landlords taking on a young tenant needed to be 
reassured that the rent for the property would be paid reliably, and that 
young people and their foster carers would also need to be reassured and 
confident that they would be safe in their new home; and

c) further reference was made to the ‘Take Over’ Corporate Parenting Panel 
day mentioned in the OCYPC update, and a request made that the birth 
children of foster carers be included in the event, to acknowledge the value 
of their views of the care system and their role in supporting and sharing 
their lives with their foster siblings. 

5. It was RESOLVED that the challenge card progress to date, and the actions 
being taken to meet the challenges, be noted. 

127. Verbal Update by Cabinet Member 
(Item 7)

1. The Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and Education, Roger 
Gough, referred to the presentation made by Rob Barton and Chelsea Goodwin at 
the County Council in December and said that he had received very positive 
feedback from other Members about their contribution and to Chelsea’s work on the 
Whitehall Take Over.  He then gave a verbal update on the following issues:-
Change for Kent Children – this initiative was currently subject to consultation and 
would lead to the set-up of a new Directorate to bring together Early Help and Social 
Care teams.  Change for Kent Children focussed on adolescents and sought to 
achieve an integrated Adolescent Service, bringing together Youth Justice, Youth 
Hubs, etc.   
Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children (UASC) – the arrival of increased 
numbers of asylum seekers at Dover, covered by the media at the end of 2018, had 
mostly involved adults and few children. The number of UASC arriving in November 
and December 2018 had been slightly higher than the numbers for the same period 
in 2017, but the total arrivals for the whole of 2018 was 171, lower overall than 
arrivals for the whole of 2017.  Kent’s current UASC total was 247, with 905 care 
leavers.
Media interest in young people missing from care – recent media coverage had 
covered two main strands; UASC missing from placements and children in care’s 
connections to family as a reason for going missing.  Support available to young 
people in care would always include the Lifelong Links project. 
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2. It was RESOLVED that the verbal updates be noted, with thanks. 

128. Performance Scorecard for Children in Care 
(Item 8)

Mrs M Robinson, Management Information Service Manager, was in attendance for 
this item. 

1. Mrs Robinson introduced the report and summarised the changes since last 
reporting to the Panel at its November meeting. She responded to comments and 
questions from the Panel, including the following:-

a) asked about the feasibility of obtaining data generated by partner 
organisations, to complement the County Council’s own data, Mrs Robinson 
explained that data could be obtained from other agencies.  She undertook to 
look into this and advise the Panel at a future meeting of what was possible to 
supply and with what frequency;  

b) concern was expressed that the target of 65% for the percentage of care 
leavers in employment, education and training might not be sufficiently 
challenging.  The Cabinet Member for CYPE, Mr Gough, advised the Panel 
that Kent’s figure for young people not in employment, education or training 
(NEETs) was very low compared to the national average. Mrs Robinson 
advised that the national rate of care leavers in employment, education and 
training was 58.6% and the rate for Kent’s statistical neighbours was 56%; and

c) a view was expressed that the targets set should be appropriate.  
Performance rated green did not mean that the target was pitched too low.  
Kent’s services did perform well against target but it was important to continue 
to review targets and not to become complacent.

2. It was RESOLVED that:-

a) the performance data set out in the Children in Care scorecard be noted 
and welcomed, and the comments set out above be noted; and 

b) the Panel be advised at a future meeting of what data from partner 
organisations was possible to supply and with what frequency.

129. Virtual School Kent Overview Report 2017 (validated results) and 2018 
(un-validated results) 
(Item 9)

1. Mr Doran introduced the report and summarised key areas of performance, 
including the good performance of Kent’s Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 4 children in 
care cohorts compared to national average, decreasing numbers of NEETs, 
successful university entries, the excellent work which continued to be done on 
participation and engagement by the VSK apprentices as ambassadors of children in 
care, and to tackle the stigma of being in care, and the Fostering Partnership award 
won in 2018.  He also set out the priorities for 2018/19. Mr Doran and Ms Hammond 
then responded to comments and questions from the Panel, including the following;  
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a)  the report and the performance it set out were welcomed as evidence 
that VSK was a good model and was working well.  Concern was 
expressed that the ambitions set out for the development of the 0-25 
service should not overstretch the service and risk diluting the successes 
achieved.  Mr Doran said the VSK would continue to drive improvement in 
all its services, and reassured the Panel that multi-issue working would 
not dilute the quality of any one service. He outlined the ways in which the 
VSK had successfully expanded its range of work since its inception in 
2010, to make sure that every child in care would have the best support 
and education possible to help them achieve and be the best they could 
be. Ms Hammond added that VSK worked to support all children in care 
to achieve their educational potential, regardless of the age at which they 
came into care. Many young people came into care in their mid-teens and 
had the added challenge of settling into school quickly and taking key 
examinations only a short time afterwards. Many achieved good grades 
despite having this challenge. She undertook to supply the Panel with 
information about the age at which young people entered care, so their 
educational attainment could be set against this context; 

b) the work to tackle the stigma of being in care was supported, and Mr 
Doran explained that there needed to be a balance between giving 
children in care the time and support they needed to settle into a new 
placement and school and have the required reviews without drawing 
unnecessary attention to their care status. Ms Dunstan added that the 
rent guarantor scheme could help to address stigma for care leavers 
trying to find accommodation as it would help prospective landlords to 
overcome their prejudice about trusting care leavers to be good, reliable 
tenants. The VSK Participation Support Workers were also visiting 
schools to give talks about tackling stigma.  The Chairman added that 
young people could face stigma for a number of other reasons, such as 
their religion or sexuality, so needed to be equipped with the resilience 
and life skills to cope with this; 

c) concern was expressed about the increasing number of children overall, 
not just those in care, who had Education, Health and Care Plans 
(EHCPs).  Mr Doran advised that, although the number of children in care 
with EHCPs had always been higher, compared to their peers, the rate in 
the general population had increased by 40% while the rate among 
children in care had increased by only 1.1%;

d) a foster carer commented that the engagement and participation support 
of the VSK could be the only constant element in a young person’s life if 
they were moving between a number of placements and schools; and

e) the Chairman asked a foster care if young people with disabilities were 
included sufficiently in engagement and participation events and was 
advised that any children in care applying for a Kent sports bursary would 
automatically be eligible for it as part of their personal education plan 
(PEP). This could give children who were less academic the opportunity 
to develop other skills and excel in other fields. 

2. It was RESOLVED that:-
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a) the impact of the Virtual School in relation to its performance be noted and 
the children and young people it supported be congratulated on their 
achievements and successes; and

b) the priorities of the Virtual School for 2018-19 be endorsed. 
   

130. Young People missing from placement 
(Item 10)

Mr S Fitzgerald, Assistant Director, South Kent, was in attendance for this item. 

1. Mr Fitzgerald introduced the report and highlighted key areas of activity.  He 
pointed out to the Panel that many missing episodes could be accounted for by a 
relatively small number of children who went missing repeatedly. Conducting 
interviews with young people within the target 72 hours of their return was a 
challenge, as many did not wish to be interviewed, but the County Council was 
working with the Young Lives Foundation to reduce the pressure by undertaking 
those interviews in a different way. Collaborative work with Kent Police and family 
group conferencing was also helping to support this work.  Mr Fitzgerald responded 
to comments and questions from the Panel, including the following:-

a) the County Council recorded and monitored every missing episode, but 
these figures were inflated by including young people who were missing for 
only a few hours as well as those, relatively few, who would be missing for 
days or weeks. This full and frank reporting demonstrated transparency.  If 
a young person was known to go habitually to a friend’s or relative’s house, 
the Police, when involved, would go to that house first to look for them;

b) asked if a social worker could perhaps be able to make enquiries first, to 
avoid involving the Police, and how long it might be possible to avoid 
involving the Police, Mr Fitzgerald explained that there was a ‘lower-level’ 
response which would be used if a young person was known to be at a 
friend or relative’s house.  Relatives would help by contacting social 
workers if and when the child turned up at their house;

c) it was difficult for foster carers to judge when to report a child as missing if 
they knew the child concerned simply had a habit of coming home late.  
They would have a separate plan of action for each child in their care, to 
accommodate that child’s habits.  If a missing child were not reported, a 
foster carer would be taking a risk, so the issue was complex and required 
careful judgement by foster carers; 

d) asked if there was any geographic pattern to missing episodes, and if any 
area had a higher level than others, Mr Fitzgerald advised that Dartford, 
Dover, Maidstone and Thanet had the largest numbers of cases; and

e) asked if the definition of ‘missing’ included any timeframe, Mr Fitzgerald 
said someone going missing regularly for a couple of hours at a time could 
be more at risk than someone missing for a single, longer period. Young 
people aged 16 and 17 living in supported accommodation who went 
missing would be reported by the accommodation provider, and providers 
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varied in the speed at which they would make such a report.  Guidance on 
the issue and the process for reporting a young person as missing was 
included in foster carers’ training. 

2. It was RESOLVED that Kent’s current position for children in care going 
missing, and the work being undertaken to better understand the 
circumstances which lead to missing episodes, alongside the steps being 
taken to mitigate risks as much as possible, be noted.

131. Life Stability report for Children in Care 
(Item 11)

Ms N Anthony, Interim Head of Fostering, and Mrs S Skinner, Head of Adoption 
Service, were in attendance for this item.

1. Ms Smith introduced the report and advised the Panel that, in terms of stability 
of care, Kent performed well compared to the national picture, particularly in its use of 
initiatives such as Foster to Adopt.  Stability of social worker numbers had improved 
much, with 87% of social workers now being on permanent contracts. Mrs Skinner, 
Ms Hammond and Ms Anthony responded to comments and questions from the 
Panel, including the following:-

a) stability was important as it underpinned everything else in a young 
person’s life and helped to give them boundaries. Foster carers were key 
to giving young people stability and Kent was fortunate in the excellent 
quality of its foster carers; 

b) Foster to Adopt helped to streamline the process of placing and settling a 
child in care as it cut out one stage of the process and offered a real 
opportunity to reduce the number of moves a child had to make. Mrs 
Skinner advised that children who had experienced a breakdown of 
placement in the past would be placed with foster carers who were 
registered to adopt. Foster carers who were committing to adopt would be 
carefully trained and would need to be well supported through the process, 
which could be lengthy. Ms Hammond added that fostering to adopt was a 
big commitment and investment on the part of the foster carers.  Placing a 
child with foster carers to be adopted by them later was a difficult decision 
to make as it needed certainty at the outset that the child would ultimately 
enter adoption and would not return to their birth family;  

c) it was acknowledged that stability and good role models were important for 
children and young people, to counter the chaos and instability which could 
so easily become ‘normal’ for them; and 

d) Foster to Adopt was likened to what was formerly known as ‘long-term 
fostering’. Ms Anthony assured the Panel that most foster carers took on 
the role for the long-term, and advised that 85 carers currently offered 
Staying Put places for young people aged 18+. The lasting influence on a 
young person of a good foster carer was highlighted and the point made 
that many young people continued to visit their former foster home as 
adults.  
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2. It was RESOLVED that the report and actions being taken to improve 
placement stability for Kent children in care be noted. 
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Tuesday 29th January 2019

Corporate Parenting Panel Update-

On behalf of the Children in Care Councils and Young Adult Council

Team Update 

We haven’t held any Children in Care Council meetings since we last met with you in 
November but have had a very busy few months with the children and young people 
at focus groups, Pantomime trips, and facilitating young people’s interview panels. 
We have also had a busy start to January looking at new and better ways we can 
engage with our children in care and young care leavers. We have lots of plans to 
help increase the awareness of the importance of Corporate Parenting in 2019 – so 
watch this space!

Two big pieces of work for the team have been the Girls and Boys Groups that we 
have been running in 6 week blocks - 

East Kent Boys Group ‘Get on Board’ 

Following on from the success of the Girls Group, ‘I’m Worth It’, during November 
and December, the Participation Team ran its first group for boys in care, ‘Get On 
Board’. These groups aims are to meet up with the same group of young people 
aged 13 to 17 for a 6 week period.  This time we went to the FAR Academy Trust in 
Whitstable for the sessions, who are a charity that aims to support young people, 
who have found mainstream education difficult, learn through designing and making 
skateboards. 

As with our previous sessions for the girls, the aim of the group was to provide young 
people with practical, useable information about keeping safe and looking after their 
mental and physical health at the same time as having a fun experience in the 
company of other young people.  Speakers from a range of charities, as well as the 
LAC Nurses spoke to the boys about drugs and alcohol, Sexual Health, Gangs, and 
Healthy Eating.  

Alongside this, FAR Academy staff helped the young people design, paint and make 
their own skateboards which they were able to test out on the mini ramps at the 
centre and take home.  

The evaluation showed positive results in both the knowledge the young people 
gained from the informative talks and the young people’s self-esteem. All of the 
young people rated the talks as very informative and their levels of knowledge after 
completing the programme had increased dramatically. 
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Although some of the young people knew each other before the programme 
commenced, it was evident that these friendships developed as the course 
continued. The young people who did not know each other before the programme 
also developed new friendships and supported each other with the designing of the 
skateboards and the practical sessions on the skateboard ramps. 

Two of the young people that attended the course are now regularly going to the 
FAR Academy to participate in their free skate sessions

We are now looking to repeat the course for boys in another part of the county later 
in the year.

North & West Kent Girls Group ‘I’m Worth It’

At the start of January the Participation Team ran its second Girls Group. This time 
its being held at Mid-Kent College Maidstone Campus. So far, the girls have 
participated in a session about drugs and alcohol awareness which they were very 
engaged with on their first week. They then had a mindfulness session on their 
second which focused on breathing, staying calm and being in better control of their 
emotions in difficult situations. They have also had their hair washed and blow dried 
by the students and will having hand massages and manicures. We will update you 
next time on this groups progress.

Children in Care Council’s Pantomime Trip 

On 6th December, members of the Super Council, Our Children and Young People’s 
Council and Young Adult Council came together in Maidstone to watch ‘Aladdin’ at 
the Hazlitt Theatre.  The trip enabled our members to get to know each other and the 
Participation Team a little better, celebrate Christmas as a group and have a lot of 
fun too.  It was fantastic to see the children, especially those who had never 
experienced a pantomime before, enjoying the story and laughing so much.  In 
particular, we loved watching the reactions of one of our YAC members, who had 
arrived in the UK as an unaccompanied asylum young person.  She was fascinated 
by the British pantomime traditions on show, such as pantomime dames, but quickly 
began joining in with the cheering, booing and audience calls of ‘He’s behind you!’ 
We, and the children and young people, are already looking forward to our next 
pantomime trip!

Whitehall Takeover Day 

In November, we were very excited to support two young people, Bradley and 
Chelsea, take part in the Whitehall Takeover, a month-long event. Before the 
Takeover began, Anne Longfield, Children’s Commissioner for England said, 
“Children in care are this month taking over the Government and experiencing 
Whitehall’s corridors of power first-hand.”  Young people from around the country got 
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to spend a day in London with Government Ministers or officials finding out what it’s 
like to make decisions at the highest level.

We would now like to pursue our own ‘Take Over’ Corporate Parent Panel Day if the 
panel would be in agreement with this?

Young Adult Council

YAC will be meeting for the first time this year, next Thursday, where the main theme 
of the meeting will be the outcome of 18+ Service Care Leavers Survey. YAC have 
invited Paul Startup, the Head of the 18+ Service to the meeting. 

YAC will also be looking at how they take forward one of their 2019 aims which will 
be fundraising in support of the Samaritans.

For their next meeting in March YAC will be meeting up with the Unaccompanied 
Asylum-Seeking Champions to see how both groups could work together on projects 
and initiatives.

Corporate Parenting Work:

We are still working hard to help promote the idea to of Kent County Council that 
they all have a Corporate Parenting responsibility to our children in care and young 
care leavers.

In December Chelsea and Rob went to the full county council meeting with Caroline 
and Jo, where they both spoke to all the Elected Members about their experiences 
and the importance of Corporate Parenting. They were made to feel very welcome 
and asked us to pass of their thanks to people taking the time to let them speak… 
and they said thank you for the nice lunch!

The Participation Team have also put together a presentation aimed at Services in 
Kent County Council that may not have much of an understanding of the term 
Corporate Parenting and the experiences of Children and Young People in Care. We 
debuted this at the end of December to the Fair Access Team who very kindly invited 
us along to their service development day. We caused a bit of mayhem, but also got 
our message across! We are hoping to receive invitations from other services later in 
the year.

Upcoming Events in February: 

 7th February – Young Adult Council (Maidstone)
 18th February Around the world in a day – Activity Day (Canterbury)
 19th February Around the world in a day – Activity Day (Aylesford)
 20th February OCYPC Extra (East Kent & South Kent meetings) 
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 21st February TT Rock Stars – Making Maths Fun
 21st February 16+ Bowling Event (Maidstone)
 22nd February Super Council & OCYPC Meetings (Maidstone) 
 22nd February Young Person Recruitment & Selection Training (Ashford)
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People and 
Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019

Subject: Challenge Card Update

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with an overview of the progress made 
on the current challenge cards that our young people have made to 
KCC, in our role as Corporate Parents. 

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the 
challenge card progress to date and to support the actions being taken 
to meet the challenges.

1. Previous Challenges – Interview Panel Timings:

1.1 A challenge card was received from our young people who are part of Kent County 
Council’s Recruit Crew in August 2018 – ‘For Kent County Council to review the 
timings of when interview panels are set and see if something could be done to 
better fit in with young people’s availability and schooling commitments to ensure 
that their participation isn’t disadvantaged.’

1.2 Young people have advised they wish to get involved in helping shape the services they 
receive. One of the ways they can do this is to be involved in the recruitment and selection 
of Social Workers and other senior and key staff. 

2. Challenge card progress - Interview Panel Timings:

2.1 The Chair of the Corporate Parenting Panel previously reviewed the dates and timings of 
the Corporate Parenting Panel meetings for 2019 and has ensured there are as many 
dates within school holidays as possible to enable our children and young people to attend 
the panel and meet their corporate parents. Plans are now in progress by the Participation 
Team to ensure more children and young people are included in Corporate Parenting 
Panel meetings whenever possible – with the first being a ‘Take Over Corporate Parenting 
Panel Day’. 

2.2 The Participation Team have run another Interview Panel training course in the February 
school holiday in South Kent, with a further 7 young people trained on the accredited 
course ‘Interview Skills for Service Users.’ This has given them additional skills and a 
greater understanding about what is required when supporting the recruitment and 
selection process. Further courses will run later in the year in other parts of the county.
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2.3 Care Leavers, young people in care and those receiving support from Early Help took part 
in the recruitment process for the first phase of recruitment for the Change for Kent 
Children programme, interviewing Assistant Director and Senior Officer posts. The young 
people have asked that it is fed back to Officers how pleased they were that the young 
person panels took place in the school holidays and after school. This meant that young 
people who had already undertaken the recruitment and selection training were able to 
use the skills they had learnt, as many of them are of school age and had not yet been 
able to be involved in the recruitment process. Feedback from young people was that they 
really felt very valued and included in the procedure and enjoyed the opportunity, even 
though some of them were nervous at the outset.

3. New Challenge:

The Young Adult Council would like to raise the following new Challenge:

That all Kent Care Leavers living in Kent should be exempt from paying 
Council Tax (until the age of 25 if they are still engaging with the 18+ Service)

Background

3.1 We know that Care Leavers are a particularly vulnerable group when it comes to 
Council Tax.  Care Leavers, unlike many young adults outside of the care system, 
experience what Centrepoint calls, ‘rapid and crowded transitions to adulthood’ 
where the key milestones that signify being an adult, such as setting up a home, 
gaining employment and managing personal and household finances all occur at the 
same time.  Often, they must do this at a much younger age than their peers and 
without the support of family or much previous financial education that might give 
them a practical understanding of how to budget and pay bills.  

3.2 Exempting Care Leavers from paying Council Tax would clearly be in keeping with 
Kent County Council’s and the District Councils’ statutory roles as Corporate 
Parents.  Introduction of these measures would provide Care Leavers with some of 
the stability and support they need to help them make progress and live successful 
independent lives, allowing them valuable years to develop their independent living 
skills and knowledge of managing money and reducing the chance falling into debt.  

3.3 If this challenge was successful, Kent would be joining approximately 90 other local 
authorities, including other two-tier county councils, such as Staffordshire, Cumbria 
and Nottinghamshire, to give its Care Leavers the best start when they are 
transitioning to adulthood.

3.4 Research: What are the government and other organisations saying?

 The Centre for Social Justice found that 57% of young people find it difficult 
managing their money and avoiding debt when they leave care.  

 The Children’s Society in their report, ‘Wolf at the Door: How Council Tax debt 
collection is harming children’ revealed that falling behind with Council Tax 
payments can be a particularly scary experience for Care Leavers, as the 
situation can quickly escalate to court summons and enforcement action being 
taken.  
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The Children’s Society has also lobbied Local Authorities to introduce 
measures to exempt Care Leavers from paying Council Tax.

 An exemption was also recommended by Centrepoint in their 2017 report, 
‘From Care to Where.’  

 Additionally, the 2016 Government Publication, ‘Keep on Caring: Supporting 
Young People from Care to Independence’ recommends providing some 
financial support for Care Leavers when they first live independently.

3.5 Financial Pressures facing Care Leavers

The Children’s Society in their Council Tax Exemption Briefing lists the following 
financial pressures for Care Leavers:

 The Centre for Social Justice found the ‘accumulation of debt, threats to their 
tenancies and their inability to avoid this through careful budgeting’ were issues 
of continuing concern for Care Leavers.

 The government decided that, from April 2016, work allowances for care 
leavers without children would be withdrawn altogether. This change costs 
working care leavers claiming Universal Credit up to £72 per month (£865 per 
year).

 As a priority bill the enforcement measures available to councils to collect 
unpaid council tax are severe, which at its most extreme could result in a 
custodial sentence.

 Rochdale Council when undertaking work to exempt their own Care Leavers 
from paying Council Tax, found that 77% of their Care Leavers were behind 
with their Council Tax, whilst Swindon Council noted that ‘many’ of their Care 
Leavers had previously been taken to court in order to obtain council tax 
arrears.

These pressures have been endorsed by the VSK Apprentices and other Kent Care 
Leavers as genuine burdens they feel are placed upon them.

3.6 What are other Local Authorities doing?

91 Local Authorities have introduced some measures to exempt Care Leavers from 
paying Council Tax (as listed on The Children’s Society website). Councils have the 
power to introduce exemptions for council tax for certain groups under Section 13A 
of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.

There are a variety of models in operation including:

1. Addition of Care Leavers to ‘vulnerable’ categories in tax reduction schemes – 
means tested reductions/exemptions or introduction of an eligibility criteria (i.e. 
Care Leavers undertaking apprenticeships)

2. A partial exemption from paying Council Tax until the age of 21 (i.e. a 50% 
discount).

3. A partial exemption from paying Council Tax until the age of 25
4. Exemption until the age of 21 
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5. Exemption until the age of 21 with discretionary means tested 
discounts/exemptions until the age of 25

6. In October 2017, the Scottish Government announced its intention to exempt 
care leavers from paying Council Tax. This was followed by the publication of 
regulations which came into force on 1 April 2018, allowing care leavers (up to 
the age of 26) to be exempt from Council Tax.

3.7 Corporate Parenting Responsibilities

The Local Authority has statutory corporate parenting responsibilities towards young 
people who have left care until the age of 25.

The Children and Social Work Act 2017 placed corporate responsibilities on district 
councils for the first time, requiring them to have regard to Children in Care and 
young people who have left care up to the age of 25.

Considering the number of Local Authorities that are now including council tax 
exemption as part of their corporate parenting responsibilities, and that it is now also 
officially a responsibility for District Councils, YAC and Young Care Leavers feel that 
it is an appropriate time for Kent County Council to consider this for Kent Care 
Leavers.

Recommendation: 

Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the challenge card progress 
to date and accept the new challenge card.

4. Background documents

None.

5. Contact details

Report author
Jo Carpenter
Participation & Engagement Manager
03000 411 876
Joanne.Carpenter@kent.gov.uk

Lead Officer
Caroline Smith 
Assistant Director of Corporate Parenting
03000 415 091
Caroline.Smith@kent.gov.uk 

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East 
(Social Work Lead)
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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By: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019

Subject: Verbal Update by the Cabinet Member 

Classification: Unrestricted

The Panel is invited to note verbal updates on the following issues: -

1. Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking Children (UASC) update

2. Housing Related Support update
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By: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People 
                                   and Education

Matt Dunkley, Corporate Director for Children, Young 
                                      People and  Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019

Subject: PERFORMANCE SCORECARD FOR CHILDREN IN CARE

Classification: Unrestricted

Electoral Divisions: All

Summary:

Recommendation:

The performance Scorecard for Children in Care identifies the key 
performance data and targets that need to be monitored to 
promote the best outcomes for children and young people looked 
after by Kent County Council. The latest performance Scorecard 
for January 2019 is attached to this report.  

Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE 
and COMMENT on the performance data in the Children in Care 
scorecard.

1. Introduction 

1.1 Performance scorecards have been developed to identify and monitor progress 
on a range of areas where improvements in performance and practice will lead 
to better outcomes for children and young people.

1.2 This report includes the latest Children in Care Scorecard which is for January 
2019.  

2. Context

2.1 The Children in Care Scorecard has been developed to provide the Corporate 
Parenting Panel with an overview of the key performance measures for 
Children in Care. 

2.2 The report is split into sections and includes a range of performance indicators 
and activity information. 

2.4 The Children in Care Scorecard is currently focused on information provided by 
Children’s Social Work Services.  It is intended that performance reports from 
partners will also be shared with Corporate Parenting Panel so that 
performance issues can be further understood across organisations resulting in 
improved outcomes for children and young people.
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3.    Summary of Performance – January 2019

3.1 The report contains key statistics and performance results against the targets 
for 25 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which are assessed using a 
Red/Amber/Green (RAG) Status.  

3.2   Of the 25 KPIs included in the report, the RAG status for January 2019 is as 
follows:

 14 are rated Green – target achieved or exceeded
 11 are rated Amber – below target but above floor standard
 0 are rated Red – below floor standard

3.3 The CIC Scorecard submitted to the previous Corporate Parenting Panel on 
29th January 2019 was for November 2018.  During the period between the two 
reports the RAG status of 2 KPIs changed, the details of which are provided 
below.  

3.3.1 Average number of days between court authority to place a child 
for Adoption and the decision on a match.  The average number of 
days increased from 119 days to 123 days between November 18 and 
January 19.  The nationally set target for this measure is 121 days.  As 
Kent’s performance is 2 days over the target the RAG banding has 
moved from Green to Amber.  

3.3.2 Percentage of posts in the Children in Care Teams which are filled 
by KCC permanent qualified social workers.  In the period between 
the two reports, performance reduced from 87.6% to 84.2%, which is 
below the 85.0% target and therefore resulted in a change of the RAG 
status from Green to Amber.  The reduction in performance represents 
a decrease in 4 Social Work posts held by KCC permanent Social 
Workers.

3.4   For the 11 KPIs rated as Amber: 3 have shown improved performance: 3 have 
remained at the same level as for November 18; and 5 of the measures have
shown a decrease in performance.  Of those that decreased, 3 of the 5 
were less than 1%, 1 was an increase by 4 days (please see 3.3.1 above) 
and 1 was a decrease by 3.4% (please see 3.3.2 above).  Detail on each of 
the 11 measures are provided below.

The 3 KPIs rated as Amber but showing improvement between November 18 
and January 19 were:

3.4.1 % of Initial Health Assessment referrals within 5 working days of 
becoming looked after.  Performance improved from 87.5% to 
89.4%, which is now just below the 90.0% Target.  The improved 
performance continues the trend of month-on-month improvements, 
achieving the highest rate of performance for this measure since 
reporting commenced in April 2015.  This is reflective of the ongoing 
work with colleagues in the NHS to improve the process of timely 
referrals for Initial Health Assessments.
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3.4.2 % of Initial Health Assessments taking place with 20 working days 
(of a child/young person coming into Care).  Performance improved 
from 83.4% to 84.4%, which is now 0.6% below the 85.0% Target.

3.4.3 % of Returner Interviews completed within 3 working days for 
Children in Care.  Performance improved slightly from 74.2% to 
74.7%.  Whilst performance for this measure remains some way off 
from achieving the target of 85.0% it should be noted that this is a 
locally set target which has been set in the absence of any 
comparative data from other local authorities.  The completion rates for 
Returner Interviews for children in care that go missing remains high at 
89.5% and for some young people undertaking a Returner Interview 
outside of 3 working days will be appropriate.

The 3 KPIs rated as Amber where performance has remained unchanged
since November 18 are:

3.4.4 CIC Placement Stability: % with 3 or more placements in the last 
12 months.  Performance for this measure has remained at 10.5%, 
just above the 10.0% Target.  Improvements over the last 12 months 
have seen performance reduce from 12.4% in January 18, with the 
number of children/young people experiencing 3 or more placement 
moves in a 12-month period reducing from 209 (January 18) to 165 
(January 19).  There continues to be a clear focus on improving 
placement stability through early permanency planning and initiatives 
such as the Sense of Belonging project and enhanced support to 
Foster Carers through the development of a comprehensive training 
package, specialist support groups and developing and rewarding 
good practice

3.4.5 CIC Placement Stability: % in same placement for last 2 years.  
Performance remained at 69.8%, which is 0.02% below the Target of 
70.0%.

3.4.6 % of CIC Foster Care in KCC Foster Care/Relatives & Friends 
Placements (excluding UASC).  Performance remained at 83.3% 
which is close to the 85.0% Target.

The 5 KPIs rated as Amber where performance has reduced since November 
18 are:

        3.4.7 % of Children in Care for 18 months and allocated to the same 
Social Worker for the last 12 months.  Although performance 
reduced slightly during the 2-month period between reports, from 
53.7% to 53.1%, current performance continues to represent an 
improvement from the start of the reporting year when performance for 
April 18 was 45.3%.

3.4.8 % of CIC Placed within 20 miles from home (excluding UASC).  
Performance decreased by 0.05% from 76.6% to 76.1%.  
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3.4.9 Average number of days between court authority to place a child 
and the decision on a match – the average increased by 4 days, 
from 119 days to 123 days, which is slightly above the nationally set 
target of 121 days.

3.4.10 % of Care Leavers in employment, education or training (for those 
that we are in touch with).  Performance decreased slightly, from 
64.9% to 64.2%, but remains close to the Target of 65.0%.  

3.4.11 Percentage of posts in the Children in Care Teams which are filled 
by KCC permanent qualified social workers.  Performance 
decreased from 87.6% to 84.2%, representing a reduction of 4 
permanent qualified social workers employed by KCC.

4. Recommendations

4.1 Recommendations:  Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to 
NOTE and COMMENT on the performance data in the Children in Care Scorecard.

5. Background documents

Children in Care Scorecard – January 2019

6. Contact details

Lead Officer
Maureen Robinson
Management Information Service Manager
03000 417164
Maureen.Robinson@kent.gov.uk

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services
03000 411488
sarah.hammond@kent.gov.uk
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Publication Date: 25 February 2019

SCS Management Information

Kent Specialist Children's Services

Children in Care
Performance Report

Produced by
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Guidance Notes

The aim of this indicator is to achieve the highest number/percentage possible.

The aim of this indicator is to achieve the lowest number/percentage possible.

The aim of this indicator is to stay close to the target that has been set.

Children in Care Numerator

Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children Denominator

Becoming Looked After Special Educational Need

Other Local Authority Initial Health Assessment

Year to Date (April to March) Qualified Social Worker

Rolling 12 Months Independent Review Officer

Snapshot Placement Order

Annual Special Guardianship Order

Academic Year to Date (Sept to Aug) M Monthly Figure

http://kccbusiness/sites/FSCMI/SitePages/Contact%20Us.aspx 

R12 IRO

QSW

BLA

IHA

SEN

OLA

YTD

A green arrow indicates that performance has improved this month when compared to last month. 

Depending on the polarity of the indicator, an improvement in performance could either be a 

reduction or increase in numbers/percentage.

Denom

NumCIC

UASC

Key To Abbreviations

A red arrow indicates that performance has worsened this month when compared to last month. 

Depending on the polarity of the indicator, a worsening in performance could either be a reduction 

or increase in numbers/percentage.

An amber arrow indicates that performance has remained the same as last month.

To access the child level data underpinning the figures in this report or to request reports and/or analysis as a one off 

please log a request through the SCS Performance Management site:

Some of the performance indicators on the scorecard are measured using a Year to Date (YTD) approach - April to 

the end of the current month. For the first few months, it is advisable to treat the results of these indicators with a little 

caution as they are often based on a small cohort of children and therefore the percentages can be easily skewed.   

SGO

PO

Child Level Data and Ad hoc Requests

YTD Data

AC YTD

A

SS

Direction of Travel

RAG Ratings

Polarity

T

L

H

G

A

R

No RAG Rating
RAG ratings are not applied to activity based indicators.  Also, if the denominator is lower than 5 no 

RAG rating has been applied

Floor Standard achieved but Target has not been met: Floor Standards represent the minimum 

level of acceptable performance. Floor Standards are set in Directorate Business Plans and if not 

achieved must result in management action

A red rating indicates that the current performance is signficantly away from the target set: Target 

has not been achieved

A green rating indicates that the current performance has met the target that has been set: Target 

has been achieved

Produced by: SC SCS Management Information

Publication Date: 25/02/2019 CIC Performance Report - Jan 2019 Page 2 of 6
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% of CIC Cases which were reviewed within required timescales H SS 99.3% G 1,520 1,531 98% 99.2% 99.3%

% of Children who participated at CIC Reviews H R12M 97.3% G 3,964 4,074 95% 97.2% 95.4%

% of CIC for 18 months and allocated to the same worker for the last 12 months H SS 53.1% A 533 1,003 60% 51.9% 42.9%

CIC Placement stability: % with 3 or more placements in the last 12 months L SS 10.5% A 165 1,575 10% 10.2% 12.4% 10% *

CIC Placement stability: % in same placement for last 2 years H SS 69.8% A 391 560 70% 71.0% 69.8% 70% *

% of CIC Foster Care in KCC Foster Care/Rel & Friends placements (exc UASC) H SS 83.3% A 881 1,057 85% 83.2% 85.2%

% of CIC placed within 20 miles from home (exc UASC) H SS 76.1% A 953 1,253 80% 76.6% 78.9%

CIC Per 10,000 population aged under 18 (exc UASC) SS 39.6 1,330 336,090 39.8 42.7 57.8 **

Number of Kent CIC SS 1,575 1,604 1,687

Number of OLA CIC placed in Kent L SS 1,344 1,336 1,331

% of CIC for 18 months and allocated to the IRO for the last 12 months H SS 75.5% 757 1,003 72.9% 72.9%

% becoming looked after within 24 months of previous episode L YTD 13.7% 83 605 13.0% 13.9%

% Open to Youth Offending Services L SS 2.2% 35 1,575 2.0% 2.6%

% in P&V placements L SS 6.5% 103 1,575 6.4% 6.4%

% of Kent CIC Placed Outside of Kent (exc Medway) SS 7.8% 123 1,575 8.0% 8.2%

% of Kent CIC Placed Outside of Kent (inc Medway) L SS 13.6% 214 1,575 14.5% 14.6%

No. of current CIC with a permanent exclusion this academic year L AC YTD 1 0 0

No. on a part-time timetable L SS 10 8 38

% of CIC for at least 12mths and aged 16-18 at month end with Education Status of NEET L SS 16.9% 62 366 18.1% 14.0%

% looked after continuously for 12 months with an SEN Statement or Support/EHCP L SS

% of EHCPs Issued within 20 weeks for EHCP referrals made while child was CIC H AC YTD

% of IHA referrals within 5 working days of becoming looked after H R12M 89.4% A 353 395 90% 86.7% 85.2%

% of Initial Health Assessments taking place within 20 working days H R12M 84.4% A 341 404 85% 84.2% 75.3%

% of Health assessments held within required timescale H SS 95.8% G 1,121 1,170 85% 95.9% 92.7% 89.4%**

% of Dental Checks held within required timescale H SS 94.7% G 1,108 1,170 90% 94.7% 88.8% 83.4%**

% of CIC who turned 18 during the month with a health history completed H SS 100.0% G 28 28 100% 100.0% 97.5%

SDQ Average of Questionnaires Completed Since 1st April (for Current LAC) L YTD 14.0 8,500 607 14.0 13.5

Ave. no of days between bla and moving in with adoptive family (for children adopted) L R12M 362.3 G 35,870 99 426.0 363.3 349.8 593****

Ave. no of days between court authority to place a child and the decision on a match L R12M 122.8 A 11,792 96 121.0 131.4 122.3 190 ***

% of Children leaving care who were adopted (exc UASC) or made subject to an SGO H R12M 16.5% G 102 618 15.0% 16.1% 17.2% 14%****

% where: 8 weeks from 'adoption being made the Care Plan' to 'Agency Decision to adopt' H R12M 84.8% 78 92 85.6% 86.9%

% of sibling groups that were placed together (where the plan was to place them together) H R12M 86.1% 31 36 82.5% 80.0%

% of CIC with a current Agency Decision, not Placed for Adoption L SS 3.0% 48 1,575 3.2% 3.6%

% who ceased to be Looked After who became subject to a SGO H R12M 6.2% 49 796 5.6% 3.7%

% who ceased to be Looked After who became subject to a SGO (exc. UASC) H R12M 7.9% 49 618 7.6% 6.9%

% of Returner Interviews completed for CIC H R12M 89.5% G 1,077 1,204 85% 90.3% - -

% of Returner Interviews completed within 3 working days for CIC H R12M 74.7% A 899 1,204 85% 74.5% 76.8%

Number CIC with Missing Episode started in the month L M 73 66 87

Number of CIC missing episodes started in the month lasting longer than 48 hours M 23 15 17

Complaints made by CIC (or on their behalf) during the month L M 1 2 5

% of Care Leavers in suitable accommodation (of those we are in touch with) H R12M 91.9% G 1,379 1,501 90% 92.6% 94.3% 92.2%**

% of Care Leavers in employment, education or training (of those we are in touch with) H R12M 64.2% A 964 1,501 65% 64.4% 66.4% 58.6%**

% of Care Leavers with a Pathway Plan updated in the last 6 months H R12M 94.0% G 1,503 1,599 90% 94.4% 95.4%

% of Care Leavers we are in contact with (inc UASC) H R12M 87.6% G 1,470 1,678 85% 87.6% 89.5% 90.6%**

% of Current Care Leavers with a Staying Put Arrangement H SS 4.8% 81 1,679 4.8% 4.4%

% of CIC Care Plans rated good or outstanding H R12M 81.0% G 2273 2805 75.0% 80.3% 70.4%

% of CIC team posts filled by KCC Permanent QSW (exc Fostering & Adoption) H SS 84.2% A 96.8 115.0 85% 83.3% 85.2%

Ave Caseloads of social workers in CIC Teams (District Teams Only) L SS 14.7 G 1,508 102.7 15.0 15.5 15.2

Ave Caseloads of IROs L SS 59.9 G 1,575 26.3 70.0 62.3 60.7

* indicates national figures from 2016/17 (LAIT)

** indicates national figures from 2016/17 (DfE Statutory returns)

*** ALB Return 2016/17

**** Statistical First Release 2016/17
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Current Age Female Male Grand Total Age at Period of Care Start Date Female Male Grand Total

0 21 34 55 0 31 60 91

1 9 23 32 1 23 23 46

2 10 8 18 2 20 29 49

3 7 9 16 3 29 31 60

4 8 7 15 4 36 57 93

5 10 14 24 5 45 50 95

6 18 20 38 6 62 71 133

7 16 16 32 7 47 61 108

8 18 28 46 8 47 54 101

9 29 39 68 9 39 63 102

10 38 50 88 10 34 53 87

11 35 49 84 11 34 46 80

12 49 61 110 12 32 40 72

13 47 62 109 13 33 74 107

14 58 82 140 14 29 66 95

15 69 95 164 15 34 59 93

16 83 151 234 16 28 89 117

17 85 217 302 17 7 39 46

Grand Total 610 965 1575 Grand Total 610 965 1575

Nationality Female Male Grand Total Disability* Female Male Grand Total

Afghanistani 2 60 62 Autism or Asperger's syndrome 12 63 75

Albanian 1 12 13 Behaviour 11 40 51

Bangladeshi 1 1 Communication 9 19 28

Belgian 1 1 Consciousness 8 10 18

British 564 685 1249 Hand Function 1 1 2

Chad 1 1 Hearing 4 7 11

Chinese 1 1 2 Incontinence 4 10 14

Czech 5 5 Learning 26 51 77

Egyptian 7 7 Mobility 13 12 25

Eritrean 7 51 58 Personal Care 4 7 11

Ethiopian 2 2 Vision 4 8 12

German 1 1 Other DDA 7 14 21

Ghana 1 1 None 554 829 1383

Guinean 3 3

Indian 1 1 UASC? Female Male Grand Total

Iranian 30 30 Yes 17 228 245

Iraqi 2 32 34 No 593 737 1330

Irish 1 3 4 Grand Total 610 965 1575

Ivorian 1 1

Kenyan 1 1 Ethnicity Female Male Grand Total

Latvian 5 1 6 A1 - White British 508 621 1129

Lithuanian 1 6 7 A2 - White Irish 1 2 3

Moroccan 1 1 A3 - Any other White background 24 43 67

Nepalese 1 4 5 A4 - Traveller of Irish Heritage 1 1

Nigerian 3 3 A5 - Gypsy/Roma 6 7 13

Not Recorded 6 8 14 B1 - White and Black Caribbean 10 21 31

Polish 3 3 B2 - White and Black African 4 6 10

Portugese 2 1 3 B3 - White and Asian 8 6 14

Russian 2 2 B4 - Any other mixed background 19 10 29

Sierra Leone 2 2 C1 - Indian 4 4

Slovak 3 11 14 C2 - Pakistani 0

Slovenian 1 2 3 C3 - Bangladeshi 1 1

South African 1 1 C4 - Any other Asian background 6 36 42

Sri Lankan 1 1 2 D1 - Caribbean 1 1 2

Sudanese 14 14 D2 - African 13 77 90

Syrian 2 2 D3 - Any other Black background 2 2

Vietnamese 5 11 16 E1 - Chinese 1 1 2

Grand Total 610 965 1575 E2 - Any other ethnic group 6 129 135

Grand Total 610 965 1575

Demographic Breakdown for Kent LAC as at 31/01/2019

*  If a child has more than 1 disability recorded they will be counted more than once in the table

Produced by: SC SCS Management Information
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Referrals

Trend Graphs

* Data between Sep 2013 and Mar 2014 is not available as reporting was suspended due to the implementation of a new system.

** An exercise was undertaken to re-open closed cases with care leaver status in 2016 reporting year, therefore, these figures do show an increase
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Data source: VSK. Figures shown are number of children

Multiple Attendance Factors January 2019

Key: 
CSE  Child Sexual Exploitation PA  Persisent Absence RTT  Reduced Timetable
Exclusions figures include children with temporary suspensions

Education Factors for Kent LAC as at 31/01/2019 and comparison with previous month

Multiple Attendance Factors December 2018

Produced by: SC SCS Management Information

Publication Date: 25/02/2019 CIC Performance Report - Jan 2019 Page 6 of 6
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From: Nancy Sayer Designated Consultant Nurse for Looked After Children 
Kent Clinical Commissioning Groups 

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27th March 2019 

Subject: Statutory Health Assessment Data Overview  
Work to Improve Outcomes  

 

1.  Introduction 

Promoting the health and well-being of looked after children Statutory Guidance for local 

authorities, clinical commissioning groups and NHS England (DoH and DfE, 2015) clearly sets out the 

governments expectation of the three agencies in the delivery of health provision for looked after 

children. 

Local authorities are responsible for making sure a health assessment is carried out for every child 

they look after, regardless of where the child lives. Regulation 7 of the Care Planning, Placement and 

Case Review (England) Regulations, 2010 requires that the local authority arranges for a registered 

medical practitioner to carry out an initial health assessment and provide a written report and 

health plan. These documents should be available in time for the first statutory review by the 

Independent Reviewing Officer (IRO) of the child’s care plan, 20 working days from the start of the 

care episode.  

A Review Health Assessment is required every year for children and young people over the age of 5 

years who are Looked After and every six months for children under the age of 5 years. 

Review health assessments provide an opportunity to reassess a looked after child’s health, address 

any health needs identified and check that the previous action plan has been completed. It also 

provides an opportunity for the child/young person and/or carer to discuss health concerns; 

physical, sexual or emotional.  

The successful completion of the statutory health assessment is a jointly owned pathway, with the 

request being generated by the Children’s Social Work Services and the clinical appointment and 

report being the responsibility of health.  

2. Health Assessment Data 

The Kent Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) commission two health providers to complete the 

statutory health assessments for our children. The tables below show the data combined to give an 

overall understanding of the completion of health assessments within the statutory timescales.  

The Key Performance Indicator (KPI) set by the Kent CCGs for the completion of initial health 

assessments is 85% and for review health assessments is 90% within statutory timeframes. 

Assessments not completed within the timescale are multifaceted, for example late requests from 

social care, child not being brought to the appointment, lack of clinical capacity or administration 

delay. Work is on-going to reduce these issues. 
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2.1 Initial Health Assessments  

  Number of referrals 
requiring IHA 

Number of IHAs 
completed within 
timescales 

KPI 
compliance  

Breaches due 
to social care 
(KCC) 

Breaches due 
to health  

Quarter 4 102 75 74% 25  2 

Quarter 1 104 96 92%  8  0 

Quarter 2  95 67 71% 20  8 

Quarter 3 100 73 73% 12 15 

Total 401 311 78% 65 25 

Initial Health Assessment Performance over 4 quarters for comparison  

2.2 Review Health Assessment Data 

  Total requests 
due in quarter 

Number (%) of RHAs completed 
within timescales 

KPI 
compliance 

Breaches due 
to social care 
(KCC) 

Breaches due 
to health  

Quarter 4           

RHA 0-5 56 48 86% 7 1 

RHA 5-18 238 220 92% 10 3 

Quarter 1           

RHA 0-5 69 64 93% 3 1 

RHA 5-18 248 240 97% 3 1 

Quarter 2            

RHA 0-5 53 50 94% 1 0 

RHA 5-18 317 306 97% 6 0 

Quarter 3           

RHA 0-5 41 41 100% 0 0 

RHA 5-18  249 237 95% 7 5 

Total      

RHA 0-5  219 203 93% 11 2 

RHA 5-18 1052 1003 95% 26 9 

Review Health Assessment Performance over 4 quarters for comparison  

3. Work to Improve Outcomes 

In 2018 the seven Kent Clinical Commissioning Groups provided additional investment to the 

specialist looked after children’s nursing team. The investment enabled the provider to employ a 

further three full time nurses and an additional administrator. With the expanded capacity the 

nursing team have been able to provide increased support our children/young people, foster carers 

and social workers.  

The following are examples of the additional work now undertaken by the nursing team: 

 Support VSK in providing health sessions as part of the Raising Self Esteem (boys and girls 

groups 5 week programme) 

 1:1 health promotion work with children and young people 

 Attendance (where appropriate) at CIC reviews 

 Support to foster carers via groups or 1:1 

 Attendance at strategy meetings, VSK locality meetings and Adolescent Risk Management 

panels 
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People and 
Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019 

Subject: Youth Justice Service – Performance Scorecard Data

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: Members requested a report from our existing services and partner 
agencies and on the data collected for our Children in Care, to enable 
comparison with the KCC data collection for the Child in Care 
Scorecard.  This report provides members with an overview for the 
performance data for the Youth Justice Service. 

Recommendation: The Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the 
youth justice performance data. 

1. Introduction

1.1. Kent County Council meets its statutory requirement to provide a Youth Offending 
Team, as outlined in the 1998 Crime and Disorder Act, through the Youth Justice 
partnership in Kent. The partnership is led by the County Youth Justice Board which 
has representation from the statutory partners (Children’s Social Work, Education, 
Health, Police, Probation) and other critical partners linked with the criminal justice 
system for children and young people.

1.2. The Board receives a quarterly performance report as part of the agenda for the 
meeting. The report includes the data which is provided to the Ministry of Justice as 
part of a statutory return (the numbers of First Time Entrants into the Criminal 
Justice system; numbers of young people entering custody and the rate of 
reoffending) and the data around areas of performance which the Board have 
requested.

1.3. The report also includes a snapshot of young people open to Youth Justice at the 
end of each quarter. This data is taken from the young people open to Youth 
Justice who have received a Court disposal.

2. Background

1.1. The data below is the snapshot data taken from Youth Justice case management 
systems at the end of each quarter which include the numbers who are Kent 
Children in Care.
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Table 1: Youth Justice Case Management Snapshot – Children in Care

2017/18 2018/19

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3

Total Offending 
Population in Kent 238 231 217 185

Kent Children in Care 39 35 35 28

Figure 1: Kent Children In Care on YOT Caseload by Quarter

Figure 1: Kent YOT Caseload by Quarter
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1.2. There has been a sustained trend where the numbers of Kent Children in Care in 
the criminal justice system have reduced since 2014/15. This is due to a focus by 
all partners on reducing the unnecessary criminalisation of Children in Care 
through:

 The Kent Criminal Justice Board strategic priority to reduce Looked After Children in 
all parts of the criminal justice system.

 Enhanced working between Kent YOT and Kent Police on the use of Out of Court 
Disposals wherever appropriate for Children in Care, which includes the young 
person’s Social Worker being invited to the decision-making panel.  It is recognised 
that preventative work that reduces the likelihood of a child in care entering the 
Criminal Justice System will result in less children receiving criminal court orders and 
experiencing the negative consequences of further offending.

 The development of an agreed protocol between Children’s Social Work Service and 
Kent YOT which has promoted and embedded collaborative working to ensure there is 
joint planning and delivery of support for Kent Children in Care who are subject to 
court orders.

1.1. Currently the average caseload for Youth Justice Workers in Kent is between 7 – 10 
cases; this is dependent on the intensity of the court orders, some of which require up to 
25 hours per week intervention.

2. Conclusion

1.1. There is a significant improvement over the last year in the reduction of Children in Care 
who become known to youth justice services and this continues to reduce, with the clear 
focus on effective joint working between the services and partner agencies. 

Recommendations

The Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the youth justice 
performance data for Children in Care.

4. Background documents: None

5. Contact details

Lead Officer
Louise Fisher
Area Assistant Director South Kent 
03000 414791
Louise.fisher@kent.gov.uk

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East 
(Social Work Lead)
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People and 
Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019 

Subject: Lifelong Links 

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with an overview of the progress of the 
Lifelong Links project and service user feedback. 

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the 
progress. 

1. Introduction. 

1.1 Lifelong Links has been running in Kent since May 2017. In this time the Family Group 
Conference (FGC) Service have worked with over 80 children and young people to help find 
and establish groups of people willing to commit to them during their time in care and into 
their adulthood. Lifelong Links officially launched in May 2018 with a multimedia event 
hosted by the Virtual School Kent (VSK) participation team and this has been well received 
nationally. Lifelong Links in Kent is highly regarded as a good example to other local 
authorities and we regularly deliver training at national Lifelong Links training events.

2. Background

2.1 There is now just over one year left of the Lifelong Links trial in the UK. This is the data from 
the progress so far:

 Family Group Conferences have involved over 130 network members made up of family, 
friends, former professionals and carers.

 Lifelong Links increased average known networks by 47 people – helping shape identity 
and enhancing life stories for Kent’s children in care.

 Agreed family plans are reviewed by young people, IROs, social workers and families to 
give them longevity and making them dynamic 

3. Outcomes for Children

3.1 Social Worker Feedback – West Kent
“It is great to know that since the inception of Ben’s working with M, his contact with his 
mother has been positive, he has increased in self-confidence and we have since observed 
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that his communication skills have increased beyond expected measure. M now presents as 
happier, has matured and engages well in meetings.”

3.2 Social Worker Feedback – East Kent
It was really positive for L to have a separate, independent person for him to do this work 
with; you put a lot of time and work into this and it is much appreciated, by me and by L! 
Also, I think some families can become immediately resistant to being contacted by Social 
Workers in the first instance and having someone from FGC doing this was probably a less 
intimidating start for them.

4. Service users’ group – parents’ panel

4.1 The Parent’s Panel is a new FGC venture specifically for Lifelong Links. We have already 
engaged several parents who see the immense benefit of this project. We have met once 
and plan to meet again in April and hope to widen this from Lifelong Links and FGC to other 
KCC services. This will enable the voice of the parent to be a present part of the Kent 
planning for Children’s Social Services.

4.2 Comments from service user (parent) 

“I truly believe that FGC will be a great asset to Lifelong Links as the tool they use, and 
every coordinator they already have, provide such a strong foundation to give Lifelong Links 
the dedication and passion to drive it forward and to give every child and family a much-
needed voice and guidance to the best possible outcome. 

As an ex service user of FGC who gave myself and my family much needed support all the 
way for a great outcome which saved my family. I know they would put the same passion 
and dedication to Lifelong Links and be able to more for all the other children and families 
out there that need them is for all the lovely people at FGC/LL. I know the future will be 
stronger and have a voice when times are dark and hard.

If only there were more coordinators providing such a needed service to children and 
families, plus all the admin team, who always go above and beyond, this is why I believe 
Lifelong Links will only get stronger and stronger.” Edited with permission from the 
author

5. Evaluation

5.1 The Oxford University Rees Centre Research Team is currently putting together the mid-
way findings to send to the Department for Education. We hope to have access to these 
findings after they are released in April. Additional skills have been gained during this 
process including Mobility Mapping and Family Finding using Genopro (Genealogy 
Software). Learning will be shared across children’s services, to enable this type of work to 
commence earlier for Kent Children in Care to enable restorative practice and maintain key 
social connections, with the aim to enable safer, stronger life chances post care.
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6. Conclusion

6.1 The Children in Care councils and the VSK participation teams have been supportive in the 
progression of the project. During the next financial year, we will work with a further 100 
children across the county, offering them the opportunity to explore their networks safely 
and thoroughly. Work is progressing to plan for the sustainability of Life Long Links, 
following ending of the project, so that we can start to plan towards this for 2020.  The 18+ 
Care Leavers Service wish to offer Lifelong Links to all care leavers and will work in 
collaboration with the FGC Service, to ensure an effective delivery plan that is safe for 
young people. 

Recommendations

The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the progress of the Life 
Long Links project. 

3. Background documents

 Social Connections Toolkit

4. Contact details

Lead Officer
Caroline Smith 
Assistant Director of Corporate Parenting
03000 415 091
Caroline.Smith@kent.gov.uk 

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East 
(Social Work Lead)
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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 Social Connections Tool 
 16 and over 

Copyright © 2018 Family Rights Group
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hello
Thank you for agreeing to fill in this questionnaire. It will 
help those working with you to know about the people in 
your life who are important to you and how they might 
be able to support you now and in the future. 

This information will also be used by Family Rights Group 
and researchers from the University of Oxford to find out 
more about the social connections and support available 
to young people in and after care and how these can be 
improved.

Thank you very much for your time!!

This is Lisa. She is in charge at the Rees 
Centre where the people who will be using 
this information work.

This is Eran. He works with Lisa and helped 
design this tool. He will use the information 
you give to look at how to improve support 
given to young people in care.

2
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You may want to complete the 
questionnaire yourself or have your 
Personal Adviser to support you. It 
should take about 20-30 minutes. 
You will be asked to complete 
it again in the future to see if 
anything has changed

As far as anyone outside your 
local authority is concerned, the 
questionnaire is anonymous, so 
there will be no way of identifying 
you. 

You don’t have to take part if you 
don’t want to and you can stop 
at any time or not answer a 
question. If you have any questions 
or concerns, please speak to the 
adult who is helping you with this 
or ask your social worker / personal 
advisor.

before you start...

3
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Section A: Background information
your worker can fill in any sections you are not sure about

Section B: People who are important to you
To begin with, please write down all the people you can rely on or 
are important to you. Please give us just their first names or their 
initials. They might be family members, friends, current or former 
foster carers, social workers or teachers, or any other people, 
young or old. Some people have lots of important people in their 
lives, some have not very many, and some have none – you do not 
have to fill all of the lines!

4

Is the young person part of the 
Lifelong Links trial? 

Circle a response
Young person’s anonymised ID:

Yes                     No

Local Authority: Date tool completed:

Role of worker helping to 
complete form:

Before today, how many times 
has this worker met this young 

person? Circle a response

0-1 2-5 6 or 
more

Role of anyone else present. If you 
are completing the questionnaire 
on your own, please indicate so.

Who is completing the 
questionnaire? Circle a response

young 
person 

practioner on behalf 
of young person
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Name Relationship to you

Example: Jenny Example: Old next door neighbour

Section B continued

There is more space overleaf if required 5
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Section C: Support
Now, of the people you have just listed, we are going to ask about 
those you think are the most important to you, the different kinds 
of help and support they give and your relationship with them. We 
will ask you some questions about each person.

If there is no one who you think is the 
most important, tick here 

Name Relationship to you

Section B continued

6
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If you can think of the most important people to you, please write 
the first name or initials of one, two or three people you would like 
to tell us about: 

1.

2.

3.

If YES, please write the first name or initials of these one or two 
people:

4.

5.

Are there other people you are very likely to go to for support when 
in need? 

YES / NO

Please answer the following questions about each of these people 
and then continue to Section D.

If you have indicated that there is no one you think is most 
important or that you are very likely to turn to for support, move 
on directly to Section D. 

Section C continued

7
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Section C continued

Thinking about person number 1 (from page 7) 

Their name: 
(initials or first name only)

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

if you want to talk about 
something personal or private? 
(for instance, if you had 
something on your mind that was 
worrying you or making you feel 
down)?
to give you money or a loan in 
times of emergency
(for instance to pay unexpected 
bills)?
to give you a place to live at 
least for a short while? 
(this could be planned, for 
instance during breaks from 
study, or somewhere to stay in an 
emergency)
to give or lend you something 
(other than money), a lift to 
the doctor, or some other 
immediate help? 
for help in finding a job?

for advice about courses, 
training or funding for college 
or university?
for immediate useful advice 
when you don’t know what 
to do or to help you solve 
problems?

8
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and, do you feel they are...
N

ot
 a

t a
ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

likely to let you down?

likely to get you in trouble? 

likely to set you back or 
overburden you? 
always there for you, and will 
be there for you when you are 
older?
someone you can trust?

proud of you or believe in you?

Does this person support you in any other way? Let us know how. 

9

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

for help to claim grants, 
benefits, financial assistance, 
or some other rights you are 
entitled to? 
to get together to have a meal, 
do a leisure activity or some 
other form of relaxation or fun?  
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Section C continued

Thinking about person number 2 (from page 7) 

Their name: 
(initials or first name only)

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

if you want to talk about 
something personal or private? 
(for instance, if you had 
something on your mind that was 
worrying you or making you feel 
down)?
to give you money or a loan in 
times of emergency
(for instance to pay unexpected 
bills)?
to give you a place to live at 
least for a short while? 
(this could be planned, for 
instance during breaks from 
study, or somewhere to stay in an 
emergency)
to give or lend you something 
(other than money), a lift to 
the doctor, or some other 
immediate help? 
for help in finding a job?

for advice about courses, 
training or funding for college 
or university?
for immediate useful advice 
when you don’t know what 
to do or to help you solve 
problems?
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and, do you feel they are...
N

ot
 a

t a
ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

likely to let you down?

likely to get you in trouble? 

likely to set you back or 
overburden you? 
always there for you, and will 
be there for you when you are 
older?
someone you can trust?

proud of you or believe in you?

Does this person support you in any other way? Let us know how. 

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

for help to claim grants, 
benefits, financial assistance, 
or some other rights you are 
entitled to? 
to get together to have a meal, 
do a leisure activity or some 
other form of relaxation or fun?  
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Section C continued

Thinking about person number 3 (from page 7) 

Their name: 
(initials or first name only)

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

if you want to talk about 
something personal or private? 
(for instance, if you had 
something on your mind that was 
worrying you or making you feel 
down)?
to give you money or a loan in 
times of emergency
(for instance to pay unexpected 
bills)?
to give you a place to live at 
least for a short while? 
(this could be planned, for 
instance during breaks from 
study, or somewhere to stay in an 
emergency)
to give or lend you something 
(other than money), a lift to 
the doctor, or some other 
immediate help? 
for help in finding a job?

for advice about courses, 
training or funding for college 
or university?
for immediate useful advice 
when you don’t know what 
to do or to help you solve 
problems?
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and, do you feel they are...
N

ot
 a

t a
ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

likely to let you down?

likely to get you in trouble? 

likely to set you back or 
overburden you? 
always there for you, and will 
be there for you when you are 
older?
someone you can trust?

proud of you or believe in you?

Does this person support you in any other way? Let us know how. 

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

for help to claim grants, 
benefits, financial assistance, 
or some other rights you are 
entitled to? 
to get together to have a meal, 
do a leisure activity or some 
other form of relaxation or fun?  
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Section C continued

Thinking about person number 4 (from page 7) 

Their name: 
(initials or first name only)

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
te

ly

if you want to talk about 
something personal or private? 
(for instance, if you had 
something on your mind that was 
worrying you or making you feel 
down)?
to give you money or a loan in 
times of emergency
(for instance to pay unexpected 
bills)?
to give you a place to live at 
least for a short while? 
(this could be planned, for 
instance during breaks from 
study, or somewhere to stay in an 
emergency)
to give or lend you something 
(other than money), a lift to 
the doctor, or some other 
immediate help? 
for help in finding a job?

for advice about courses, 
training or funding for college 
or university?
for immediate useful advice 
when you don’t know what 
to do or to help you solve 
problems?
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and, do you feel they are...
N
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likely to let you down?

likely to get you in trouble? 

likely to set you back or 
overburden you? 
always there for you, and will 
be there for you when you are 
older?
someone you can trust?

proud of you or believe in you?

Does this person support you in any other way? Let us know how. 

Would you go to them...

N
ot
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t a

ll
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ot
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lly
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ed
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for help to claim grants, 
benefits, financial assistance, 
or some other rights you are 
entitled to? 
to get together to have a meal, 
do a leisure activity or some 
other form of relaxation or fun?  
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Section C continued

Thinking about person number 5 (from page 7) 

Their name: 
(initials or first name only)

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd

ec
id

ed

Pr
ob

ab
ly

D
efi

ni
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ly

if you want to talk about 
something personal or private? 
(for instance, if you had 
something on your mind that was 
worrying you or making you feel 
down)?
to give you money or a loan in 
times of emergency
(for instance to pay unexpected 
bills)?
to give you a place to live at 
least for a short while? 
(this could be planned, for 
instance during breaks from 
study, or somewhere to stay in an 
emergency)
to give or lend you something 
(other than money), a lift to 
the doctor, or some other 
immediate help? 
for help in finding a job?

for advice about courses, 
training or funding for college 
or university?
for immediate useful advice 
when you don’t know what 
to do or to help you solve 
problems? Page 58
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and, do you feel they are...
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likely to let you down?

likely to get you in trouble? 

likely to set you back or 
overburden you? 
always there for you, and will 
be there for you when you are 
older?
someone you can trust?

proud of you or believe in you?

Does this person support you in any other way? Let us know how. 

Would you go to them...

N
ot

 a
t a

ll

N
ot

 r
ea

lly

U
nd
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D
efi
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ly

for help to claim grants, 
benefits, financial assistance, 
or some other rights you are 
entitled to? 
to get together to have a meal, 
do a leisure activity or some 
other form of relaxation or fun?  
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Section D: Overall support
To finish, we are going to ask about how much support you get 
from everyone who is important to you. Again, some people have 
lots of people who support them, some have not very many, and 
some have none. Whether or not one feels they have enough 
support changes from person to another. There are no right or 
wrong answers, we are interested in what you think. 

Think of people 
you could go to

How many 
people are 
there that 

you can rely 
on for that?

(write 
number)

Do you feel there are:

Enough 
people you 
can rely on

Too few 
people you 
can rely on

No one 
you can 
rely on

if you wanted 
to talk about 
something 
personal or 
private.
for money or a 
loan in times of 
emergency.
if you needed a 
place to live, at 
least for a short 
while.
if you needed 
to borrow 
something, a lift 
to the doctor, 
or some other 
immediate help. 
for help in finding 
a job.

for advice about 
education.

18
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Think of people 
who

How many 
people are 
there that 

you can rely 
on for that?

(write 
number)

Do you feel there are:

Enough 
people

Too few 
people No one

You could go to 
spend fun time 
together

You can trust

Are proud of you 
or believe in you

19

Think of people 
you could go to

How many 
people are 
there that 

you can rely 
on for that?

(write 
number)

Do you feel there are:

Enough 
people you 
can rely on

Too few 
people you 
can rely on

No one 
you can 
rely on

for immediate 
advice when 
you don’t know 
what to do or to 
help you solve 
problems.
for help to 
claim grants, 
benefits, financial 
assistance, or 
some other rights 
you are entitled 
to?
who are always 
there for you and 
will be there for 
you when you’re 
older. 
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This tool has been 
developed by Dr. Eran 
Melkman, Dr. Mariela Neagu 
and Dr. Lisa Holmes at 
the Rees Centre, University 
of Oxford and Dr. Vicki 
Welch, CELCIS, University of 
Strathclyde for Family Rights 
Group.

Copyright © 2018 Family Rights Group

Is there anything else you would like to tell us?

Almost finished!

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form!
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People and 
Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019 

Subject: Care Leavers Survey

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with an overview of the Care Leavers 
Survey, undertaken in October 2018.

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the 
results of the Care Leavers Survey 2018 and Action Plan. 

1. Introduction

1.1 The 18+ Care Leavers Service is committed to ensuring young people have a voice and 
can contribute to the design and delivery of our future services. The Care Leavers Survey 
was identified as a piece of work within the Accelerating the Pace of Delivery Plan and in 
consultation with our VSK apprentices and young people’s councils. During October 2018 
an on-line survey was promoted and made available to all young adults receiving the 18+ 
Care Leavers Service. The survey was designed to understand satisfaction within the 
service and identify areas of development, alongside informing our practice to achieve our 
ambition to become an outstanding service.

2. Background

2.1 The Care Leavers Service commissioned Strategic Commissioning Analytics to carry out a 
survey of young people supported by the service to determine their level of satisfaction with 
the service they receive and to highlight any issues which could inform service 
improvement in the future.

2.2 The survey was co-designed by the Young Adult Council, following a consultation with them 
on which were the most important issues and concerns which the survey should focus,

2.3 The survey was delivered on-line and the software used for the survey ensured this was 
suitable for, and easy to respond to on mobile phones. The survey was delivered as a 
multi-lingual survey available in the following languages: English, Arabic, Tigrayan, 
Kurdish, Vietnamese and Pashto.

2.4 The survey was live for 3-weeks between the end of October 2018 and beginning of 
November 2018. The survey was also available on the Kent Cares Town website and was 
promoted by Personal Advisers.

2.5 There were 139 respondents, 51.1% were male and 48.9% were female.
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3. Summary of Results

3.1 Care Leavers have good relationships with their Personal Advisors with 72.2% of 
respondents rating their relationship as either 4 or 5 stars. 5 stars was the highest 
scoring grade available.

3.2 Care Leavers receive help for a range of issues and are positive about the help they 
receive, with 68.6% of respondents rating the quality of help as either 4 or 5 stars. 

3.3 98.3% of respondents knew how to contact their Personal Advisor and 69.2% had 
seen their Personal Advisor in the last month.

3.4 Care Leavers were less positive about their Pathway Plan with 47.7% rating their 
plan as either 4 or 5 stars. Female Care Leavers are highlighted as wanting to be 
more involved in the development of their Pathway Plan.

3.5 Care Leavers’ satisfaction with their current placement was mixed with 49.6% of 
respondents giving a 4 or 5-star rating. Issues raised included the standard of 
accommodation, being moved on frequently and wanting to live closer to 
work/college.

3.6 However, Care Leavers have positive relationships with the people they live with, 
with 68.6% of respondents giving a 4 or 5-star rating.

3.7 Levels of awareness of schemes and entitlements that are available to support Care 
Leavers was mixed. There were particularly low levels of awareness of the Rent 
Guarantor Scheme with 48% of respondents reporting that they ‘don’t know anything 
about it’. This is a new small pilot scheme, launched in June 2018 and was not part 
of the advertising for the publishing of the Kent Local Offer for Care Leavers in 
December 2018. Should the outcome for the Pilot Scheme lead to a key policy 
change of the Rent Guarantor Scheme being fully implemented into our Care Leaver 
Offer, this would be widely communicated to all Care Leavers. The Rent Guarantor 
Scheme is promoted on the Kent Cares Town website, as is the Entitlements 
document. However, we recognise within the Action Plan this will be an area for 
development to ensure all our young people are aware of their entitlements and our 
specific schemes. 

3.8 Respondents who gave a positive rating of their overall experience of the Care 
Leaver service reported the following unprompted reasons for their high scores which 
have been themed: 

 The Personal Advisor is friendly/helpful/kind/caring
 The Personal Advisor responds quickly
 The Personal Advisor advice is beneficial and constructive
 The Personal Advisor goes above and beyond
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3.9 Respondents who gave a negative rating of their overall experience of the Care 
Leaver service reported the following unprompted reasons for their low scores which 
have been themed: 

 Don’t hear from the Personal Advisor very often 
 The Personal Advisor doesn’t support my needs/do things they’re supposed to 

do 
 Don’t see the Personal Advisor often/would like to see them more 
 Bad communication 

The visiting requirement for a Personal Advisor is to visit the young person as a 
minimum every 6 weeks, unless the young person has had a placement move, in 
which case their Personal Advisor would undertake a visit within 7 days of the move. 
The service acknowledges that there are some young people that would like more 
contact and who would benefit from additional visits. Personal Advisors always aim 
to provide extra visits at times of crisis and to our most vulnerable young people and 
there are additional duty workers who can assist in this, should it be required. The 
service is working on other ways to enhance our visits and support including regular 
“drop in” sessions at our youth hubs, developing the suggestion for a Care Leavers 
Community Café/hub, providing more regular local social activities and working with 
VSK and the Young Lives Foundation to develop peer mentors. 

4. Conclusions

It is the intention of the Service to undertake this survey on an annual basis, in the 
designated Care Leavers week, which is usually in October. We plan to build upon this 
year’s survey and would expect to receive a greater number of responses in future 
surveys. This survey did enable us to learn about how we can use technology to reach 
our Care Leavers, with the most effective means being by way of mobile phone 
technology.

The survey responses were generally positive in terms of feedback about the Personal 
Advisors, but we did identify areas of improvement, particularly around developing 
Pathway Plans and establishing effective communication between the Personal 
Advisor and the Care Leaver and work is underway to review how Pathway Plans are 
completed, in conjunction with the Young Adult Council. 

Following the completion of the survey and considering the responses, the 18+ Care 
Leavers Service has put in place an action plan, Appendix 2, to address the issues 
and themes coming through in the survey. The plan includes ensuring that Personal 
Advisors set up clear contact arrangements for each Care Leaver, which is to be 
written into the Pathway Plan. The Service will be receiving Smart phones for the 
Personal Advisors to further aid remaining in contact with our Care Leavers. We have 
also developed template communication letters for our Care Leavers.  
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We are reviewing our Pathway Plan document, to include how it is completed and to 
ensure the Care Leaver is engaged in it.  

We are continuing to develop the ‘Moving on’ section of the Kent Cares Town website 
to house important information, including the promotion of the Rent Guarantor 
scheme’ promotion of the Care Leaver Local Offer and entitlements.  

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the 
results of the Care Leavers Survey 2018 and Action Plan. 

5. Background documents

Appendix 1 – Care Leavers Survey Report
Appendix 2 - Care Leavers Service Action Plan

6. Contact details

Lead Officer
Caroline Smith 
Assistant Director of Corporate Parenting
03000 415 091
Caroline.Smith@kent.gov.uk 

Lead Director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East 
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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Executive Summary 

During October 2018 an on-line survey was promoted and made available to young 

individuals receiving the care leavers (18 Plus) service. The survey was designed to 

understand satisfaction with the service and to identify areas where the service could better 

support those individuals receiving the service. There were 139 respondents to the survey 

which is a 9% response rate. While this is a low response rates it is not an untypical 

response rate for a survey.  

 

Respondents were asked to respond to questions using a star rating with available 

responses being between 1 and 5 stars. Headline results are reported as the percentage 

who responded with a 4 or 5 star rating.  

  

Key Findings 

• Care leavers have good relationships with their Personal Advisors with 72.2% of 
respondents rating their relationship as either 4 or 5 stars. 
 

• Care leavers receive help for a range of issues and are positive about the help they 
receive with 68.6% of respondents rating the quality of help as either 4 or 5 stars. 
 

• 98.3% of respondents knew how to contact their Personal Advisor and 69.2% had 
seen their Personal Advisor in the last month. 
 

• Care leavers were less positive about their Pathway Plan with 47.7% rating their plan 
as either 4 or 5 stars. Female care leavers are highlighted as wanting to be more 
involved in the development of their Pathway Plan. 
 

• Care leavers’ satisfaction with their current placement was mixed with 49.6% of 
respondents giving a 4 or 5 star rating. Issues raised included the standard of 
accommodation, being moved on frequently and wanting to live closer to 
work/college. 
 

• However, care leavers have positive relationships with the people they live with, with 
68.6% of respondents giving a 4 or 5 star rating.  
 

• Levels of awareness of schemes and entitlements that are available to support care 
leavers was mixed. There were particularly low levels of awareness of the Rent 
Guarantor Scheme with 48% of respondents reporting that they ‘don’t know anything   
about it’.  
 

• Care leavers feel the service has improved over the last 12 months. 
 

Statistical confidence intervals for these results are shown below.  
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Figure (i) shows the proportion of respondents who rated the services, placement and 

relationships they receive, positively i.e. 4 or 5 stars out of 5. The number of survey 

respondents and the proportion who responded positively have been compared with the 

total cohort of 1,536 care leavers to determine how confident we can be that the proportion 

of respondents that responded positively are representative of the entire cohort. The 

confidence intervals shown in figure (i) vary from 7.9% either way to 8.7%. For example, 

figure (i) shows that we can be 95% confident that between 64.3% of 80.1% the entire care 

leaver cohort would rate their relationship with their PA positively.     

 

Figure (i): Percentage of positive responses with 95% confidence intervals
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1. Method 
 

The Care Leavers Service commissioned Strategic Commissioning - Analytics to carry out 

a survey of young people supported by the service to determine their level of satisfaction 

with the service they receive and to highlight any issues which could inform service 

improvement in the future.  

The main questions in the survey were put forward by the Kent Youth Council as the most 

important issues and concerns which the survey should focus on.  A copy of the survey can 

be found in the appendix. 

The survey was delivered on-line and the software used for the survey ensured this was 

suitable for and easy to respond to on mobile files. The survey was delivered as a multi-

lingual survey available in the following languages:  

• English 

• Arabic 

• Tigriyan 

• Kurdish 

• Vietnamese 

• Pashto 
 

A link to the survey was emailed and texted to care leavers where this information was 

available. There was a total cohort of 1,536 care leavers in October 2018. Of these, the 

service had contact details for 900.  

The survey was live for three weeks at the end of October and beginning of November 

2018. The survey was also available on Kent Cares Town and was promoted by the 

Personal Advisors.  

There were 139 responses to the survey, a response rate of 15.4% of the 900 who received 

the link and 9% of the total cohort. Due to the relatively low level of response, caution must 

be exercised when interpreting the findings. A confidence interval of + or – 8% should be 

used when interpreting how representative the findings are in relation to the total care 

leaver cohort.  

The care leaver respondents were asked to answer some questions using a 5-star rating 

system with 1 star being the lowest rating and 5 stars the highest. Statistical tests have 

been used where appropriate to determine if differences by characteristics such as gender 

and care leaver status are statistically significant.  Headline results are reported as the 

percentage of respondents who gave a 4 or 5 stars rating in relation to the question asked. 
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2. Profile of Respondents 
 

The tables and charts below show that respondents to the survey were disproportionately 

female and citizen care leavers. Figure 1 shows that of the 139 respondents, 71 (51.1%) 

were male and 63 (45.3%) were female, whilst 5 respondents (3.6%) preferred not to say. 

This compares to the total cohort of care leavers that was 74.7% male and 25.3% female in 

October 2018. Figure 2 shows that 31.7% of respondents were Unaccompanied Asylum 

Seeker Children when they were taken into care compared to 56.6% of the total cohort. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the breakdown by sex of UASC and citizen care leavers in the survey 

respondent group and the total care leaver cohort. This shows that the UASC survey 

respondents reflected the overall cohort with 88.6% of respondents being male compared 

to 92.1% of the total UASC cohort. However, the citizen care leaver survey respondents 

contained a higher proportion of females (71.6%) compared to the total citizen care leaver 

cohort figure of 48%.  Figure 3 compares the age breakdown of the care leaver survey 

respondents with the total care leaver cohort. This shows a very similar breakdown by age. 

Figure 4 shows that of the care leaver survey respondents, 75.4% lived within the Kent and 

Medway area, 17.2% lived outside of Kent and Medway and 7.5% didn’t know. There was 

no comparison data from the total care leaver cohort to compare this to.  

Figure 1: Sex of the care leaver cohort (October 2018) and survey respondents 

 

Figure 2: Care leaver Status of care leaver cohort (October 2018) and survey respondents 
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Table 1: Sex of survey respondents by care leaver status

 

Table 2: Sex of care leaver cohort (October 2018) by care leaver status

 

Figure 3: Age breakdown of care leaver cohort (October 2018) and survey respondents

 

Figure 4: Resident location of care leaver survey respondents

 

UASC Citizen
Don't 

Know/Blank
Total UASC Citizen

Don't 

Know/Blank
Total

Male 39 20 12 71 88.6% 27.0% 57.1% 51.1%

Female 5 53 5 63 11.4% 71.6% 23.8% 45.3%

Blank/Prefer Not to Say 0 1 4 5 0.0% 1.4% 19.0% 3.6%

Total 44 74 21 139 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Survey Respondents (Count) Survey Respondents (%)

Sex

UASC Citizen Total UASC Citizen Total

Male 800 347 1,147 92.1% 52.0% 74.7%

Female 69 320 389 7.9% 48.0% 25.3%

Total 869 667 1,536 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Sex
Care Leaver Cohort (Count) Care Leaver Cohort (%)
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3. Personal Advisors 
 

Of all 139 respondents, 92.2% reported that they had a Personal Advisor, whilst 7.8% didn’t 

know. Figure 5 shows how care leavers rated their relationship with their Personal Advisor. 

This shows that 50.4% of respondents recorded a 5 star rating and 21.7% a 4 star rating. 

Therefore 72.1% of respondents recorded their relationship as positive, whilst just 7.0% 

recorded the lowest rating. Whilst there are variations by gender and care leaver status, 

these are not statistically significant.  

Figure 5: Relationship with Personal Advisor

 

Following on from the questions asking for a star rating, respondents were given the option 

to provide open ended responses to explain why they gave the rating they did. These free 

text responses have been themed below.  

Respondents who gave a positive rating of their relationship with their Personal Advisor 

reported the following issues as the reasons behind their high scores: 

• The Personal Advisor helps a lot/is helpful 

• The Personal Advisor listens  

• The Personal Advisor responds quickly 

• The Personal Advisor is kind/easy to get on with/friendly 
 

Respondents who gave a negative rating of their relationship with their Personal Advisor 

reported the following issues as the reasons behind their low scores: 

• Lack of contact from the Personal Advisor 

• Hard to get in touch with their Personal Advisor 

• Lack of support from the Personal Advisor in resolving issues 

• The Personal Advisor doesn’t listen to them 
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A number of respondents provided very full responses in praise of particular staff members 

detailing how their Personal Advisor had helped them overcome a range of issues and 

provided emotional and practical support.   

Figure 6 shows the areas of life that Personal Advisors had helped survey respondents 

with. Respondents could choose all areas that applied. Benefits claims/entitlements was the 

most commonly reported area in which respondents received help from a Personal Advisor 

(55.1% of respondents) followed by finding accommodation/homelessness (54.2%) and 

education or training (43.0%). Just 10.3% of respondents reported being helped with 

parenthood and 11.2% with issues around domestic or physical abuse. There was no 

statistical difference in type of response by gender or care leaver status. 17.8% of 

respondents recorded ‘other’, which included acting as an appropriate adult, insurance, 

receiving post, drug and alcohol advice, emotional support and navigating the child 

protection system.    

Figure 6: Areas of help from Personal Advisors in the last 12 months 

 

Figure 7 shows how care leavers rate the quality of the help they receive from Personal 

Advisors. This shows that 68.6% of respondents recorded a positive response with 43.8% 

of respondents rating their help received at 5 out of 5 and 24.8% of respondents at 4 out of 

5. 11.4% of respondents gave the lowest rating. Whilst there is some variation by gender 

and care leaver status, this is not statistically significant.  

Respondents were asked if there was anything else they would like help with from Personal 

Advisors. Some respondents stated that they received all the help they needed. Areas that 

respondents highlighted they needed more help with are travel documentation, getting out 
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of hospital and help with university. Other respondents reemphasise their need for help with 

issues highlighted in figure 4.   

Figure 7: Quality of help received from Personal Advisors

 

Figure 8 shows when respondents reported to have last seen their Personal Advisor. This 

indicates that 68.5% had seen their Personal Advisor in the last month and 20.3% in the 

last one to three months. Just 1 respondent reported last seeing their advisor between 

seven and twelve months ago and 1 more than a year ago. 3.4% of respondents didn’t 

know or couldn’t remember when their last visit was. The differences shown by gender and 

care leaver status were not statistically significant.    

Figure 8: When did were you last visited or contacted by your Personal Advisor? 

 

Figure 9 shows whether care leavers felt the frequency of visits and contacts from Personal 

Advisors was appropriate. 75% of respondents reported that the number of visits and 
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contacts was about right, whilst 21.4% reported that they weren’t visited enough and just 

3.6% felt that visits and contacts were too frequent. A higher proportion of citizen care 

leavers felt they weren’t visited or contacted often enough compared to care leavers who 

were unaccompanied asylum seekers, however this difference is not statistically significant.  

Figure 9: Is the frequency of visits from Personal Advisors appropriate? 

 

Figure 10 shows that 98.3% of all respondents knew how to contact their Personal Advisor. 

Just 2 respondents reported that they didn’t, both were male and had entered care as an 

unaccompanied asylum seeker.  

Figure 10: Do care leavers know how to contact their Personal Advisor? 
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4. Pathway Plans 
 

Figure 11 shows how care leavers rate the quality of their Pathway Plan. This shows that 

just under half of respondents (47.7%) gave a positive response with 27.7% of respondents 

giving the maximum rating, 5 out of 5, whilst 20% gave their plan a 4-star rating. Almost a 

quarter of respondents (23.1%) gave a 1-star rating. Females reported a lower level of 

satisfaction than males and this difference is statistically significant.  

Figure 11: How do care leavers rate their Pathway Plan

 

Respondents who gave a positive rating of their Pathway Plan reported the following 

unprompted reasons for their high scores which have been themed: 

• The plan is accurate 

• The care leaver was involved in the plan 

• The care leaver knows what to do in the future 

• The Pathway Plan helps the care leaver 
 

Respondents who gave a negative rating for their Pathway Plan reported the following 

unprompted reasons for their low scores which have been themed: 

• The plan is not carried out 

• Don’t know much about it/Don’t understand it 

• The plan is too simplistic/more suitable for a child 

• Wanting to choose own path 
 

Figure 12 shows whether care leavers were involved as much as they wanted to be in the 

development of their Pathway Plan. This shows that 49.2% of respondents were definitely 

involved as much as they wanted to be and 14.4% replied ‘yes to some extent’. Just 6.8% 

of respondents replied ‘no, not at all’, whilst a considerable minority, 18.9%, ‘didn’t know or 

couldn’t remember’. There is a statistically significant difference by gender, with 27% of 
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females reporting that they weren’t involved as much as they would like with what went into 

their Pathway Plan compared to 7.5% of males.  

Figure 12: Were care leavers involved in the development of their Pathway Plan as much as they 

would like? 
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5. Placements  
 

Figure 13 shows the type of placement that respondents were currently in. This shows 

some statistically significant differences by gender and care leavers status, with males and 

those who entered care as unaccompanied asylum seekers much more likely to be living in 

shared housing whilst females and citizen care leavers recorded a higher proportion living 

independently. This reflects placement arrangements made by the service.  

Figure 13: What type of placement are care leavers currently in? 

 

Figure 14 shows how satisfied care leavers are with their current placement. This shows 

that just under half of respondents replied positively with 31.2% of respondents giving the 

highest rating of 5 stars out of 5, whilst 18.4% of respondents rated their placement as 4 

stars. 28% of respondents rated their placement negatively with 19.2% giving a one-star 

rating and 8.8% giving a two-star rating. There were no statistically significant differences 

by gender or care leaver status.   
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Figure 14: How satisfied are care leavers with their current placement

 

Respondents who gave a positive rating of their placement reported the following 

unprompted reasons for their high scores which have been themed: 

• The placement is nice 

• The placement is near work/college 

• They enjoy living with friends/family/independently 

• They receive support from the people they live with 
 

Respondents who gave a negative rating of their placement reported the following 

unprompted reasons for their low scores which have been themed: 

• They are moved frequently 

• The standard of accommodation e.g. damp, lack of space, overcrowded 

• They cannot bring friends back 

• Want more suitable accommodation e.g. wanting to live independently, arrival of a 
baby, live closer to work/college  
 

Figure 15 shows how care leaver respondents rate their relationships with the people they 

live with. This shows a positive picture with over half of respondents giving the highest 

possible rating of 5 stars out of 5 (53.9%) and 14.7% rating their relationships as 4 out of 5. 

Just 7.8% of respondents rated the relationships with the people they live with as 1 star. 

There were no statistically significant differences by gender or care leaver type.  
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Figure 15: How care leavers rate their relationships with the people they live with

Respondents who gave a positive rating of their relationships with the people they live with 

reported the following unprompted reasons for their high scores which have been themed: 

• The people they live with are good people/honest/nice/friendly/supportive 

• The foster carers are nice 

• Friendly environment 
 

Respondents who gave a negative rating of their relationships with the people they live with 

reported the following unprompted reasons for their low scores which have been themed: 

• The people they live with are noisy/untidy/don’t get on 

• The people they live with are in a different situation 

• The people they live with speak different languages 

• The people they live with are addicted to alcohol 
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6. Information 
 

Figure 16 shows how well-informed care leavers feel they are about the Rent Guarantor 

Scheme. This indicates that almost half of respondents, 46% ‘know nothing at all’ about the 

scheme and 11.1% ‘know hardly anything’ about it. 23.8% of respondents ‘know a little’ 

about the scheme and just 7.1% ‘know a lot’. The differences by gender and care leaver 

status are not statistically significant.  

Figure 16: How well informed are care leavers about the Rent Guarantor Scheme 

 

Figure 17 shows how well-informed care leaver respondents feel they are about the 

entitlements they should receive. This shows an even split amongst all respondents with 

37.8% recording they ‘knew nothing’ or ‘hardly anything’ about it whilst 29.9% ‘knew a lot’ or 

‘quite a lo’t about the entitlements they should receive. The differences by gender and care 

leaver status are not statistically significant. 

Figure 17: How well-informed do care leavers feel they are about the entitlements they should 

receive? 
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Figure 18 shows how well-informed care leaver respondents feel they are about how the 

18+ service can help them. This indicates that almost half of respondents (45.8%) ‘know a 

lot’ or ‘know quite a lot’ about how the 18+ service can help them, whilst 29% ‘know a little’ 

and 15.3% of all respondents ‘don’t know anything about it’. There is a statistically 

significant difference in how well-informed citizen care leavers feel they are about how 18+ 

service can help them compared to those who entered care as unaccompanied asylum 

seekers. 56.7% of citizen care leaver respondent either ‘know a lot’ or ‘know a little’ about 

the help the service can provide compared to just 25.6% of UASC care leavers. 

Figure 18: How well-informed do care leavers feel they are about how the 18+ service can help them? 

 

Figure 19: How well-informed do care leavers feel they are about how to make a compliment or 

complaint about the 18+ service? 

 

Figure 19 shows how well-informed care leavers feel they are about making a complaint or 

compliment about the 18+ service. This shows that 37.8% of respondents knew either ‘a lot’ 

or ‘quite a lot’ about how to make a compliment or complaint, whilst 18.9% ‘knew a little’.  

6.3% of respondents ‘didn’t know anything’ about it whilst 37% knew ‘hardly anything’ about 
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it. Again, there was a statistically significant difference between citizen care leavers and 

those who were unaccompanied asylum seekers, with citizen care leavers much more well 

informed about the process.     

Figure 20 shows how well-informed care leavers feel they are about the Young Adult 

Council. This shows that the level of awareness is quite low with 36.7% of respondents 

stating they didn’t know anything about it and just 14.8% stating that they knew a lot. There 

is a statistically significant difference between citizen care leavers and UASC care leavers, 

with a higher proportion of citizen care leavers reporting that they don’t know anything 

about the Young Adult Council compared to UASC care leavers. However, a greater 

proportion of citizen care leavers reported knowing a lot about the Young Adult Council 

compared to UASC care leavers.  

Figure 20: How well informed are care leavers about the Young Adult Council
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7. Overall Satisfaction 
 

Figure 21 shows how care leavers rate the overall experience of the 18+ service. This 

shows that 56.1% of respondents gave a positive response with 29.2% of all respondents 

giving the highest possible rating, 5 out of 5, whilst 26.9% gave a 4-star rating. Just 13.1% 

of respondents gave the lowest possible rating of 1 star. There were no statistically 

significant differences by gender or care leaver status.   

Figure 21: How do care leavers rate the overall experience of the 18+ service? 

 

Respondents who gave a positive rating of their overall experience of the care leaver 

service reported the following unprompted reasons for their high scores which have been 

themed: 

• The Personal Advisor is friendly/helpful/kind/l/caring 

• The Personal Advisor responds quickly 

• The Personal Advisor advice is beneficial and constructive 

• The Personal Advisor goes above and beyond  
 

Respondents who gave a negative rating of their overall experience of the care leaver 

service reported the following unprompted reasons for their low scores which have been 

themed: 

• Don’t hear from the Personal Advisor often 

• The Personal Advisor doesn’t support my needs/do things they’re supposed to do 

• Don’t see the Personal Advisor often/would like to see them more 

• Bad communication 
 

Figure 22 shows whether care leavers feel whether the 18+ Care leavers service has 

improved or got worse over the last 12 months. This shows that a greater proportion of care 

leaver respondents felt the service had got better than worse. 20.9% of respondents felt it 

was ‘much better than it used to be’ and 17.9% felt it was ‘somewhat better than it used to 
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be’. 25.4% ‘felt it was about the same’, 8.2% felt it was ‘somewhat worse than it used to be’ 

and 6% felt it was ‘much worse than it used to be’. A fifth of respondents didn’t know. There 

are no statistically significant differences by gender or care leaver status.  

Figure 22: Do care leavers feel the 18+ service has got better or worse over the last 12 months? 
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Appendix 1: Care Leavers Survey 

 

ID.Lang
uage 

Which language would you prefer to do this survey in? 

  ❑ English 

  ❑ Pashto (Afghanistan) 

  ❑ Arabic (United Arab Emirates) 

  ❑ Vietnamese (Vietnam) 

  ❑ Tigriyan 

  ❑ Kurdish 

  ❑ Tigriyan 

 

 

   Your views on 18 Plus 

 

 Our Young Adult Council would like to invite you to take part in our survey about 18 
Plus.  This will help us to understand how you feel about your experience of leaving 
care, and identify where improvements can be made. 
 
The survey is completely anonymous, so please answer the questions honestly. 
 

 We use Snap Surveys as our online survey provider. Snap Surveys collect the 
responses to our surveys and act as our Data Processor in relation to the Survey 
Data. They do not make any use of it themselves. In order to provide this service, 
they collect information relating to your interaction with their software and services, 
including the type of browser and/or device used and IP address. They do not link 
this information to the Survey Data, and it is not shared with KCC. Snap Surveys 
use a limited number of strictly necessary cookies and functionality cookies. 
Further information can be found at https://www.snapsurveys.com/survey-
software/privacy-policy-uk/ and 
https://www.kent.gov.uk/about-the-council/about-the-website/privacy-statement 
 
If you are happy to take part in our survey, please click 'Next'.  Otherwise, please 
close your browser. 
 

 

Q1 Do you have a PA (personal advisor)? 

  ❑ Yes 

  ❑ No 

  ❑ Don't know 

 

 

 
About your PA 
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Q2 How would you rate your relationship with your PA? 
How many stars out of five would you give it? 

 1  2  3  4  5  

  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

Q3 Please explain why you gave {Q2text} for your relationship with your PA 

 _______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___ 

 

Q4 Which of the following has your PA helped you with in the last 12 months?  Please tick all that apply. 
  ❑ Education or training (including apprenticeships) 

  ❑ Finding accommodation / homelessness 

  ❑ Managing finances 

  ❑ Benefits claims / entitlements 

  ❑ Health issues, including mental health 

  ❑ Employment issues 

  ❑ Domestic or physical abuse 

  ❑ Parenthood 

  ❑ Other 

 

 Please tell us 

 ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________ 

 

Q5 How would you rate the help provided by your PA? 
How many stars out of five would you give it? 

 1  2  3  4  5  

  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

 

 

 

Q6 Please tell us if there is anything else that you would like your PA to help you with 

 ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Q7 When was the last time that your PA contacted or visited you? 

  ❑ In the last month 

  ❑ 1 to 3 months ago 

  ❑ 4 to 6  months ago 

  ❑ 7 to 12 months ago 

  ❑ More than 12 months ago 

  ❑ Don't know / Can't remember 

  ❑ My PA has never visited me 

 

Q8 Thinking about the number of times that your PA contacts or visits you, is it ...? 

 Not often enough  About right  Too often  

  ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

Q9 Do you know how to contact your PA? 

  ❑ Yes 

  ❑ No 

  ❑ Not sure 

 

 

 About your Pathway Plan 

 

Q10 What do you think of your Pathway Plan? 
How many stars out of five would you give it? 

 1  2  3  4  5  

  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

Q11 Please explain why you gave {Q10text} for your Pathway Plan 

 _________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q12 Were you involved as much as you wanted to be in what went into your Pathway Plan? 

  ❑ Yes, definitely 

  ❑ Yes, to some extent 

  ❑ No, not really 

  ❑ No, not at all 

  ❑ Don't know / Can't remember 
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Q13 Please tell us why you say that 
 ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q14 Do you have a copy of your Pathway Plan? 

  ❑ Yes 

  ❑ No 

  ❑ Don't know / Can't remember 

 

 

 About your Placement 
 

Q15 What type of placement are you currently in? 

  ❑ Staying Put 

  ❑ Supported Lodgings 

  ❑ Bed and Breakfast 

  ❑ Living with family / friends 

  ❑ Living with former foster carers 

  ❑ Shared Housing 

  ❑ Living independently 

  ❑ Other 

 

 Please tell us 

 _______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________ 

 

Q16 What do you think of your current placement? 
How many stars out of five would you give it? 

 1  2  3  4  5  

  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

Q17 Please explain why you gave {Q16text} for your current placement 
 ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Q18 How would you rate your relationship with the people that you live with? 
How many stars out of five would you give it?  Please leave blank if you live alone 

 1  2  3  4  5  

  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

Q19 Please explain why you gave {Q18text} for your relationship with the people that you 
live with 

 ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Your information needs 

 

Q20 How well informed do you feel about each of the following? 

  Don't know 
anything 
about it 

 Know hardly 
anything 

 Know a little  Know quite a 
lot 

 Know a lot  

 Rent Guarantor Scheme  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

 What entitlements you should 
receive 

 ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

 How the 18+ Service can help you  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

 How to make an complaint or 
compliment about the 18+ Service 

 ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

 The Young Adult Council  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  

 

 

 Your information needs 

 

Q21 Thinking now about your overall experience of 18 Plus, how would you rate the 
services that 18 Plus provide?  
How many stars out of five would you give it? 

 1  2  3  4  5  

  ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑   ❑  
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Q22 Please explain why you gave {Q21text} for the services that 18 Plus provide 

 ___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________ 

 

Q23 Thinking about the last 12 months, is the18 Plus service ... 
  ❑ Much better than it used to be 

  ❑ Somewhat better than it used to be 

  ❑ About the same 

  ❑ Somewhat worse than it used to be 

  ❑ Much worse than it used to be 

  ❑ Don't know 

 

 

 Lastly, just a bit about you 

 

 The following questions are to help us with our analysis.  They will not be used to 
identify who you are 

 

Q24 Are you ...? 

  ❑ Male 

  ❑ Female 

  ❑ Prefer not to say 

 

Q25 How old are you? 

  ❑ Under 18 

  ❑ 18 

  ❑ 19 

  ❑ 20 

  ❑ 21 

  ❑ 22 

  ❑ 23 

  ❑ 24 

  ❑ 25 

  ❑ Prefer not to say 

 

 

Q26 Are you currently ...?  Please tick the one that most applies. 
  ❑ Working Full time (35+ hours a week) 

  ❑ Working Part time 

  ❑ In an Apprenticeship 
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  ❑ Attending school 

  ❑ Attending college 

  ❑ Attending university 

  ❑ Unemployed 

  ❑ Other 

 

 Please tell us 

 ____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q27 When you were taken into care were you an asylum seeker? 

  ❑ Yes 

  ❑ No 

  ❑ Don't know 

 

Q28 Is your current placement within the Kent and Medway area or outside of that area? 

  ❑ Within the Kent and Medway area 

  ❑ Outside of that area 

  ❑ Don't know 

 

  
 
 

Thank you for completing our questionnaire. 
 

Please now submit using the buttons below. 
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18+ Care Leavers Service Action Plan January 2019

This plan focuses on actions arising from the feedback given from the Care Leavers Survey (October 2018) and from the 
learning following a visit to the Care Leavers Service from Roger Gough and Matt Dunkley in November 2018.

Concern(s) Action/comment Lead Progress update/Timescale

Lack of access to courses in 
mid and north Kent colleges.

Unfortunately, the Care 
Leavers Service does not have 
the ability to change the 
current course availability but 
will endeavour to work with 
both colleges to identify future 
planning for appropriate 
courses and access for our 
Care Leavers.

Rachel Calver Care Leavers Service has 2 Education, 
Training and Employment (ETE) workers 
who are working with Kent colleges to 
identify some options and possible 
solutions for the foreseeable future.

Timescale: Achieved

Financial support for train 
travel between Dover and 
Ashford to attend colleges.

Each Personal Advisor can 
request travel support for their 
Care Leaver. 

Should the young person be 
disadvantaged by having to 
travel to college by bus, then 
rail travel opportunities will be 
investigated and supported.

Rachel Calver Care Leavers Service will provide financial 
support to our Young People who are 
travelling across Kent through either bus or 
train travel.

Timescale: Achieved
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Concern(s) Action/comment Lead Progress update/Timescale

How many UASC 18+ Young 
People are travelling to 
London for their education?

Unfortunately, it is difficult to 
capture this information from 
our current Liberi reporting 
system. As a result, we are 
currently working on 
alternative processes to 
capture this information.

Rita Boboye Care Leavers Service are working with the 
Management Information Unit to be able to 
obtain and report this information.

Timescale: July 2019

Educating our UASC Young 
People around crime 
prevention.

There is a need to help our 
unaccompanied asylum-
seeking children and young 
people (UASCYP) understand 
some of our laws and social 
expectations.

It is possible that, on 
occasions, our UASCYP are 
offending due to not 
understanding some areas of 
our law.

Rita Boboye Workshops have taken place and further 
workshops are being arranged and held 
with KRAN in Canterbury.

The UASCYP Champions are also 
supporting this action, through peer 
mentoring unaccompanied young people.

Timescale: Achieved but there will be an 
ongoing offer/programme of workshops

Accommodation - lack of locks 
on rooms in shared 
accommodation, especially 
those provided by Ready 
Homes.

If we are complying with fire 
regulations, our Young People 
should be able to lock their 
rooms, if this is requested.

Andrew McDonald To agree an arrangement with Ready 
Homes and Commissioning to take this 
matter forward.

Timescale: May 2019
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Concern(s) Action/comment Lead Progress update/Timescale

Lack of access to social 
housing in Medway.

There is a housing pressure 
within Medway, in terms of 
access to Social Housing. This 
is a matter of demand for such 
housing and the number of 
people in search of social 
housing.

Andrew McDonald
We need to focus on our Care Leavers 
accessing the private rented sector, 
underpinned by our Rent Guarantor 
Scheme.

This will be one area of focus following our 
successful Controlling Migration Funding 
(CMF) bid.

Timescale: Pilot Rent Guarantor Scheme 
ends July 2019, following evaluation there 
will be a key decision regarding inclusion of 
an ongoing scheme as part of the Local 
Offer.  

Lack of experience among our 
Personal Advisor staff group.

We have had a successful 
recruitment campaign over the 
last 9-months.

It is true that we very rarely get 
applications from anyone with 
previous Personal Advisor 
experience.

Therefore, we often need to 
train our incoming Personal 
Adviser’s to enable them to 
fully understand the role.

Paul Startup
We are reviewing our induction of our 
Personal Advisers, and this has improved 
greatly.  The incoming Personal Advisers 
will acquire experience by doing the job 
and through a comprehensive induction 
programme.

Each Personal Advisor will have a TCP 
appraisal and action plan with service 
targets aligned to the Care Leavers 
Business Plan. The performance of 
Personal Advisers will be overseen by 
individual Team Managers.

Timescale: Induction programme 
complete; aim for permanent PA staff 
group by September 2019
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Concern(s) Action/comment Lead Progress update/Timescale

Developing a Care Leavers  
Young Parents project.

Identify a lead Team Manager 
to work on a project for 
working with young parents 
within the service. We need to 
ensure that the work we plan 
with our young parents is 
communicated across the 
service.

Debbie Taylor

Rachel Calver

The development of this work is underway, 
working in consultation with our care leaver 
young parents, to identify a robust support 
package.

Timescale: July 2019

Review auditing tool for 
pathway plans 

We need to develop an audit 
tool and an internal auditing 
process, based on the 
feedback from the survey from 
Young People wanting to be 
more actively involved in their 
pathway planning.

Paul Startup Paul Startup will look at suitable audit tools 
and work with MIU and the Safeguarding 
Unit, to develop an audit tool that is 
consistent across Integrated Children’s 
Services.

We particularly need to focus on the 
engagement of our female Care Leavers 
within our pathway planning.

Timescale: September 2019

More Young People at 
Corporate Parenting Panel 
Meeting(s).

We will achieve this, by 
agreeing dates for the 
Corporate Parenting Panel(s) 
for 2019 to include dates within 
school/college holidays.

Paul Startup

Jo Carpenter

A Corporate Parenting Panel takeover day 
will be arranged for summer 2019, to 
include our Care Leavers.

Timescale: Achieved – 25th July
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Concern(s) Action/comment Lead Progress update/Timescale

Personal Advisers are to check 
voicemail messages are set up 
and give correct numbers.

To review all template 
communication letters to 
Young People and ensure 
consistency in use. Explaining 
purpose of each contact type. 

Head of Service will undertake 
an audit on the voicemails of 
Personal Advisors.

To review current letter 
templates in use and update 
for the service.

To ensure Local Offer includes 
contact details for the service.

Paul Startup Head of Service and business support 
have undertaken some random testing 
between December 2018 and February 
2019.

Agreement has been given for Personal 
Advisers to have smart phones which will 
improve communication by having instant 
access to emails and being able to 
respond quickly to our Young People.

Timescale: Achieved 

Pathway Plans are currently 
being reviewed at present, 
looking at different options. 

We aim to review how pathway 
plans are completed and 
explained to the young person, 
to ensure they understand the 
purpose of it and to give young 
people options as to how it is 
completed with them.

This is a piece of work that is 
being led by the Head of 
Service.

The work involves further 
development of our ‘lighter 
touch’ pathway plan; further 
consultation with Practice 
Development Officer, MIU, 
Liberi lead worker and the 
service.

Paul Startup Paul Startup has developed a further draft 
of the personal pathway plan. This is being 
progressed in consultation with the Young 
Adult Council and from the survey 
feedback.

Timescale: December 2019

Placement feedback from 
young people on helping them 
understand licence/tenancy 
agreements. To include 

The plan is for the 
accommodation team to be 
relocated in the Total 
Placement Service by 1st April 

Andrew McDonald The impact upon the service will need to 
be reviewed after the accommodation 
posts move over to the Total Placement 
Service.
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Concern(s) Action/comment Lead Progress update/Timescale
explanation for why in some 
types of accommodation they 
can’t have friends to stay 
overnight, and how this is 
agreed with the young person.

2019, to achieve consistency 
of placements for our Care 
Leavers.

The issue of tenancy 
agreements will be planned for 
within the new service.

Therefore, given the current timetable set 
out for the movement across of the 
accommodation posts, a review will take 
place by September 2019. 

Timescale: 1st April 2019, review 
September 2019

Lack of information and 
promotion of the Rent 
Guarantor Scheme and 
entitlements including the   
language barrier for UASC.

Local Offer Published 
December 2018.

Critical information now on the 
Kent Cares Town website. 
VSK Apprentices supporting 
the design of an “easy read” 
entitlements document that 
can be both online and a 
leaflet, translated into different 
languages.

Paul Startup We have placed details on the website, 
and we include information about the 
entitlements and schemes we offer within 
our transition pack for Care Leavers.

We have not widely advertised the Rent 
Guarantor Scheme at this stage, as this is 
a pilot for up to 25 Young People. After 
evaluation of the scheme, if this is agreed 
as an ongoing offer, it will be widely 
published and updated within our Local 
Offer.

Timescale: Pilot Rent Guarantor Scheme 
ends July 2019; following evaluation there 
will be a key decision regarding inclusion of 
an ongoing scheme, as part of the Local 
Offer.   
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People 
and Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019 

Subject: The role and work of UASC Champions

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with an overview in respect of the 
newly established unaccompanied asylum-seeking children 
(UASC) peer champions programme, being supported by the 
Controlling Migration Fund Engagement Workers in the Central 
UASC Team. The report provides an overview of the role and 
expectations including specific projects and events promoting the 
contribution made by our UASC Champions across Kent.

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to 
NOTE the new programme and its commitment to positively 
support migration and peer support helping new arrivals get 
established and settle in communities across Kent. 

1. Introduction. 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to introduce the role of unaccompanied asylum seeking       
children (UASC) Peer Champions to Corporate Parents and share their programme, 
objectives and expectations. A number of our UASC Peer Champions will be 
attending panel to meet members and provide direct feedback and engagement 
regarding their role.

2. Background

2.1  The Controlling Migration Funding (CMF) is central government funding that was 
received in January 2018, to promote and support initiatives leading on migration 
promoting integration and improved outcomes for UASC and Care Leavers.

2.2 The purpose of the CMF, states that ‘Migration, when it is controlled, can bring real 
benefits to Britain, our culture, our economy and to our way of life. The UK needs a 
fair and controlled immigration policy and that is exactly what this Government will 
deliver. Britain will remain an open and welcoming nation to those who arrive and stay 
here through legal routes. We are a compassionate country, as we have shown in our 
response to the recent Syrian refugee crisis where we have set the standard for the 
international community. We pride ourselves on welcoming people in need. Yet 
migration can place short-term pressures on some services and social pressures in 
areas where communities find it hard to integrate. In addition, illegal immigration 
exacerbates these problems and can lead to criminal behaviour and exploitation.” 
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The CMF has enabled this project to initiate specific and targeted work to support the 
outcomes for UASC and asylum care leavers, where integration, community 
cohesion and migration can be problematic for young people without such targeted 
support. One of the programmes introduced to meet this need is the role of UASC 
Peer Champions, developing a small cohort of unaccompanied children/young 
people with training and support to fulfil this role. We have introduced UASC Peer 
Champions (called Champions) to directly influence and support community 
integration and cohesions, to act as a peer role model but also be involved with a 
number of key projects, targeting this expectation and providing valuable support to 
UASC in Kent. 

2.3 The purpose of the Champions is to support children and young people who 
are either new arrivals or already living in Kent but isolated. Champions will provide 
peer support to UASC by providing advice and guidance regarding local services and 
resources available. They will support with learning about culture and appropriate 
behaviours, whilst managing day to day life in the community. It is important for the 
Champions to promote integration and community engagement, making use of 
individual experience and directly supporting new children and young people, helping 
them accelerate their transition and ability to settle, with the help and guidance from 
the Young People Engagement Workers. We have 2 UASC Young Person 
Community Engagement Workers who support the Champions.  They undertake bi- 
monthly training sessions and oversee their commitment and involvement with the 
programme. The Champions are recognised for their role and provided with rewards, 
outings and vouchers to acknowledge the fact that they undertake the role in their 
personal time.

2.4 The UASC Young Person Community Engagement Workers also undertake 
direct work with new arrivals in the reception centre/emergency accommodation 
provision, to support their transition into shared accommodation in the community, 
where the Champions will then become involved. They will also manage referrals for 
Champions to undertake any specific activities, including projects and other 
initiatives. 

3 UASC Champions

3.1 We have 14 Champions who have undertaken the training sessions and are 
located across Kent, to cover all areas of the community.

3.2 In addition to the Champions’ roles and expectations, they can provide 
feedback to partners, stakeholder, social care staff, carers and managers in respect 
of their experiences and engagement activities. The Champions will also establish 
contact with the Young Adult Council, to help with improving wider services.

3.3 A potential Champion is identified by the allocated social worker and shift 
leader/care worker at the Reception Centre or in foster care, and will have been 
observed as standing out by making positive contributions, expressing views, 
supporting staff and usually having a basic grasp of English. 
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3.4 The Champions attending panel, have specific areas of interest:

 Migration across Kent; they are keen to raise awareness to ensure new 
arrivals are transferred across Kent to live in different towns and areas, in 
order to ensure a representation of different culture groups across Kent. Due 
to the variable cost of accommodation, certain towns can end up being used 
more frequently than others; for example, Gravesend has seen a lot of 
accommodation provision over the last few months, but this can then produce 
an over population of UASC in a specific community.

 Relationship, sharing accommodation; Champions are keen to support the 
opportunity to move into shared accommodation with friendship groups that 
they have established whilst in the Reception Centre, or even during their 
journey. They have developed rotas in the shared accommodation to complete 
chores; cooking, cleaning shopping and learning English. They are also keen 
to promote the integration of different cultures in the one accommodation, 
which can expand their own individual learning and development.

 Standards and responsibilities of accommodation providers; they are 
keen to ensure that the accommodation provided meets the agreed standards 
and that young people can raise issues quickly and easily and these are 
immediately responded to and the issues are logged.  When they move into 
their new homes, they must sign a tenancy agreement and meet the providers 
who look after these properties, so they know what is expected of them and 
the house rules. This helps them to learn respect for each other, as they are 
using communal facilities; kitchen, bathrooms and living room. 

 Importance of education; Champions have helped existing providers with 
classes at the Reception Centre and with setting up additional classes for 
those young people needing more help. They are often keen to move out of 
the Reception Centre into the community and start college, although this can 
sometimes take time due to the limited availability of college places. They 
recognise the importance of continuing their own learning of the English 
language so look at ways that they can do this themselves.

4 Existing projects:

 Reception Centre; the role includes shadowing care worker staff, supporting 
new arrivals at the reception centre, sharing experiences and reducing anxiety 
and frustration amongst some of the new arrivals who are often wanting to 
immediately live independently. The Champions can promote respect and 
support young people to listen and adhere to the rules and boundaries in the 
centre, and because they are speaking from their own experience, this can 
also help reduce absconding.

 Managing Expectations; this is a 6 weekly based modular programme, 
exploring expectations for young people when they move out of the Reception 
Centre into the community, to assist them to settle, adhere to laws, 
safeguarding, engage with professionals and attend college. The programme 
is delivered for two hours every Saturday afternoon, in the Reception Centre 
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and is led by a Young person Community Engagement Worker with 
Champions providing experience.

 Locality Profiles; each town has a locality profile that has been developed by 
the Champions and explains key information about the town, places of 
interest, library, leisure centre, etc These Profiles are used to help young 
people understand more about the town that they will move to and help them 
settle. They will be translated into several different languages.

 Art Exhibition; we are inviting UASC and asylum care leavers to participate in 
this Artwork programme to launch an exhibition in Refugee Week on 17th June 
2019, where we will provide the exhibition at a School, before sharing the 
artwork in galleries and libraries across Kent. The purpose is to raise positive 
awareness of this client group and demonstrate the high level of skills and 
expertise of some young people as a maturing artist in Kent. To support young 
artists, we will hold a series of masterclass workshops to help young people 
with inspiration and equipment to develop their artwork and prepare for the 
Exhibition.

 Football Team; we are establishing an under 18 football team for UASC and 
children in care to participate in a local league and integrate in communities 
whilst help promote the football skills of young people. The team was initially 
proposed to demonstrate the quality and ability of UASC, who sometimes 
struggle to play football regularly and get trials at clubs. This will be our own 
team, being a foundation for future opportunities. We will initially introduce a 
male team and in future years we can develop girls and mixed teams, within 
the same club as these opportunities develop. The team is registered with the 
Football Association and UASC Peer Champions will help the coaching and 
management of the team. This exciting opportunity will be the first in the UK 
and bring high profile attention and interest to UASC, raising awareness and 
supporting integration.

 Fire Safety; we have established a partnership with Kent Fire & rescue 
Service and the Champions have been for a training session to learn more 
about safety, first aid and fire services. They will share this learning with UASC 
in their communities, to help raise awareness regarding these matters and 
ensure accommodation is maintained accordingly. This will also help to reduce 
tampering with fire alarms in shared accommodation.

5 Conclusions

The Champions will continue to develop their skills, abilities and raise awareness for 
UASC, enabling improved and accelerated community integration and exploring 
opportunities to support community cohesion. We must also recognise the personal 
benefit to the Champions to develop their own skills, interests and making a positive 
contribution, which we feel is invaluable to individual success and transition to 
adulthood. Champions will transition to the 18+ Care Leavers Service and continue with 
this role, looking to develop it further with targeted support and other initiatives. Our 
Champions have been established for 4 months and have already had a significant 
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impact with UASC, staff and service delivery. They have welcomed this opportunity to 
represent their client group and are proud to support Kent County Council.

Recommendations

KCC will prepare a comprehensive evaluation of this programme as part of the CMF 
and seek to continue this role, seeking the funding to agree the programme and the 
Young Person’s Community Engagement Workers as part of future establishment 
when the funding ceases in 2020.

The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the new 
programme and its commitment to positively support migration and integration in Kent.

6 Background documents

      Controlling Migration Fund prospectus 2018

7 Contact details

     Lead Officer
     Caroline Smith 
     Assistant Director of Corporate Parenting
     03000 415 091
      Caroline.Smith@kent.gov.uk 

      Lead Director
      Sarah Hammond
      Director of Integrated Children’s 
      Services East (Social Work Lead)
      03000 411 488
       Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk 
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People 
and Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young 
People and Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019

Subject: Change for Kent Children programme 

Classification: Unrestricted 

Summary:   Following a staff consultation, the first stage in the recruitment 
process has taken place and Corporate Parenting Panel are advised of the tier 3 
appointments

Recommendation(s):  Members of Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE 
the progress being made in the programme to transform children’s services 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The appointment of the Directors of Integrated Children’s Services East and 
West in August 2018 was the first step in the amalgamation of Early Help and 
Children’s Social Work into one directorate in order to provide the platform for 
improving outcomes for vulnerable children across the county.  The 
integration of these services will necessitate working smarter and differently 
with families with a view to intervening less overall.

1.2 Accordingly, the Directorate launched a Change for Kent Children (CfKC) 
Programme to successfully integrate all elements of the Directorate’s work, 
using a new practice framework and operating model.

2. Consultation

2.1 The staff consultation was launched on 7th January and ran for a period of 30 
days.  The changes that were proposed were primarily to tier 3 and 4 posts 
but also made proposals in relation to a select number of roles beneath those 
tiers.

2.2 The proposals covered the changes intended in Phase 1 of the programme 
and further changes will be developed and actively consulted upon in Phase 2 
and beyond.

2.3 Over 200 responses to the consultation were received through a dedicated 
consultation response email address and over 100 from the trade unions.  
The majority of responses were supportive of the proposals.  Many of the 
queries related to individual circumstances and HR processes but there was 
also a significant number of suggestions as to how aspects of the proposed 
changes could be better configured.

2.4 One of the proposals contained with the consultation was to move the Virtual 
School (VSK) from Corporate Parenting to Education, Planning and Access.  
Following receipt of a range of responses, and recognising the strong links 
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with corporate parenting, the improving educational outcomes for children and 
young people and proposals about how the desired benefits could be 
delivered in a different way, it was decided that the VSK Headteacher should 
report directly to the Director of Integrated Children’s Services East and that 
the Participation Team will continue in its current line management.

3. Recruitment Process

3.1 Following the end of the consultation process, the recruitment and selection 
process commenced shortly afterwards.  The first stage was the recruitment 
of 10 Assistant Director posts and 12 Service Manager posts.  These posts 
were open to all staff within 2 grades of the posts they were applying for.

3.2 Staff who were shortlisted for the Assistant Director posts went through a 
rigorous recruitment process which involved a half-day assessment centre, a 
group discussion with a stakeholder panel, interview by a young person’s 
panel and a main interview.  Those who were shortlisted for the Service 
Manager posts had the same process apart from the stakeholder panel.

3.3 As a result of the interview process the following staff were appointed as 
Assistant Directors with effect from 2nd April 2019:

 Assistant Director – North – Mark Thorn
 Assistant Director – South – Louise Fisher
 Assistant Director – East – Stephen Fitzgerald
 Assistant Director – West – Naintara Khosla
 Assistant Director – Corporate Parenting – Caroline Smith
 Assistant Director – Front Door – Penny Ademuyiwa
 Assistant Director – Management Information and Intelligence – 

Katherine Atkinson
 Assistant Director – Safeguarding, Professional Standards and Quality 

Assurance – Kevin Kasaven
 Assistant Director – Adolescent and Open Access – East – Hema Birdi
 Assistant Director – Adolescent and Open Access – West – Dan Bride

3.4 The recruitment of the Service Managers and below is ongoing at the time of 
writing.

4. Recommendation(s)

Recommendation(s): Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to NOTE the 
contents of this report

5. Contact details

Report Author and lead director:
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East
03000 411488
Sarah.hammond@kent.gov.uk
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From: Roger Gough, Cabinet Member for Children, Young People and 
Education

Matt Dunkley, CBE, Corporate Director for Children, Young People 
and Education

To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 27 March 2019

Subject: Ofsted Focused Visit on the Front Door

Classification: Unrestricted

Summary: This report provides members with the background to the focused 
visit to the Front Door in January 2019 and a copy of the letter sent 
by Ofsted

Recommendation: The members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to 
NOTE the contents of the letter from Ofsted 

1. Inspection of Local Authority Children’s Services (ILACS)

1.1 Ofsted introduced a new, flexible framework for inspecting local authority services for 
children in need of help and protection, children in care and care leavers in January 
2019.  It replaced the Single Inspection Framework (SIF) which was in use from 
2013-18.

1.2 Under the new framework, ‘Good’ authorities such as Kent will receive a short 
inspection once in a three year period.  In between these inspections there will be up 
to two focused visits, one of which could be a Joint Targeted Area Inspection, which 
is a thematic inspection looking at how well local agencies work together in an area 
to protect children.  The current JTAI theme – child sexual abuse in the family 
environment – concludes at the end of March and the next theme will be children 
living with mental health issues, with inspections commencing in the summer 2019.

1.3 Also part of the new arrangements is the introduction of an Annual Conversation 
between Ofsted and key local authority officers which covers children’s social care 
and education.  The local authority produces a self-evaluation which is shared with 
Ofsted in advance of the meeting.  This focuses on the quality and impact of social 
work practice on the children and families with which the authority works, the data 
that informs that knowledge and what plans are in place to maintain or improve 
practice. Kent’s most recent Annual Conversation took place on 13th March.

2. Focused Visits

2.1 The inspection comprises two inspectors, who spend five days off site evaluating a 
range of evidence that the local authority is required to provide and then two days on 
site.
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2.2 The visit focuses on an area of anticipated good practice or possible concern which 
will have been identified through the self-evaluation and discussion at the Annual 
Conversation

2.3 A focused visit does not have a judgement, but a narrative letter is sent to the 
Director of Children’s Services which outlines specific areas for improvement based 
on the evidence from the visit.  However, if the inspectors identified an area of Priority 
Action, this could trigger a full inspection.

3. Focused Visit of Kent’s Front Door

3.1 The focused visit took place on 14th and 15th January 2019 and reviewed the 
effectiveness of decision-making around contacts referrals, our response to children 
who are missing and/or at risk of exploitation and progress made against concerns 
raised in the SIF Inspection in March 2017. They also reviewed the work of the 
LADO service. It was suggested at the Annual Conversation in February 2018 that 
the Front Door was a key area for a visit. 

3.2 Inspectors spent five days off site evaluating evidence and then two days with staff 
tracking cases and observing frontline practice.  

3.3 Inspectors noted that this is a high volume yet efficiently run services and that good 
progress had been made since the last inspection.  Increased management capacity 
has strengthened oversight and staff can see the benefits of the changes that have 
been implemented.  Areas of development identified by the inspectors will be a focus 
of work over the coming months.

3.4 A copy of the letter from Ofsted is attached for Members’ information.

Recommendation: 

Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to NOTE the content of the narrative 
letter sent by Ofsted following on from the focused visit in January 2019

4. Background documents

Letter from Ofsted re focused visit

5. Contact details

Report author and lead director
Sarah Hammond
Director of Integrated Children’s Services East (Social Work Lead)
03000 411 488
Sarah.Hammond@kent.gov.uk
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Piccadilly Gate 
Store Street 
Manchester M1 2WD 

 
T 0300 123 1231 
Textphone 0161 618 8524 
enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk  
www.gov.uk/ofsted  

 

 

      8 February 2019 

      Mr Matt Dunkley 

      Director of Children’s Services 

      Sessions House 

      Maidstone  

      Kent  

      ME14 1XQ 

       

       

       Dear Mr Dunkley, 

Focused visit to Kent county council children’s services 

This letter summarises the findings of a focused visit to Kent county council 

children’s services on 14 and 15 January 2019. The inspectors were Kate Malleson, 

Her Majesty’s Inspector, and Stephanie Murray, Senior Her Majesty’s Inspector. 

Inspectors reviewed the local authority’s arrangements for managing contacts and 

referrals at the ‘front door’ and decision-making in relation to children who need help 

and protection. This included the quality of the front door response to children at risk 

of exploitation and the effectiveness of the role of the designated officer. Inspectors 

considered a range of evidence, including children’s case records, case discussions 

with social workers and managers, multi-agency meetings, and performance 

management and quality assurance information.     

Overview 

Ofsted last inspected Kent county council children’s services in 2017, giving an 

overall judgement of good, with the response to children who need help and 

protection graded as requiring improvement to be good. The local authority has 

appropriately acted on feedback from the last inspection, with a firm focus on 

improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the front door service. Since October 

2018, there has been a single integrated route for accessing early help, intensive and 

higher level statutory social work services. Early signs are that the new 

arrangements have been implemented well.  

Leaders demonstrate a desire to provide services for children and families by starting 

work with them at the lowest level that is appropriate to their needs. However, they 

acknowledge that, at the front door, this must include careful and robust 

management oversight and quality assurance of decisions. Through corporate 

investment, they have increased senior and operational management capacity at the 

front door and have strengthened management oversight of the newly configured 

service.  
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Most decisions about helping and protecting children seen by inspectors were 

appropriate. Multi-agency information-sharing is used well to inform decision-making, 

and practitioners are thoughtful in the way they engage with, and respond to, 

parents. The out-of-hours service is responsive, so there is no delay in taking 

necessary action outside office hours.  

Managers swiftly triage all new referrals. In a small number of cases, triaging 

decisions by managers did not take sufficient account of all likely risk factors, and 

initial recommendations are not always fully reviewed in the light of front door 

enquiries. For a few children, the initial response by the early help hub, once cases 

were transferred, was not timely enough. In the light of inspectors’ findings, the local 

authority’s pre-existing plans to review the process for triage decision-making are 

appropriate and timely.  

The local authority strives to be forward-thinking in practice development, as shown 

by the very recent successful bid to develop a contextual safeguarding approach to 

adolescent vulnerability and a strategic focus on developing trauma-informed 

integrated adolescent services.   

What needs to improve in this area of social work practice 

 the existing audit methodology, to increase the focus on the impact of practice on 
improving outcomes for children   

 initial front door decision-making, to ensure that triage decisions comprehensively 
consider and record the potential or likely risks to children and that next steps are 
recorded with a commensurate level of urgency  

 multi-agency action planning for vulnerable and exploited adolescents to ensure 
that this is outcome-focused, time limited and rigorously followed up 

 the timeline of the initial response to children who are transferred to the early 
help service.  

Findings 

 The front door is a high-volume but efficiently run service. Staff working in the 
front door service have welcomed the recent changes and can see the benefit of 
them. 

 Contacts and referrals receive prompt review by experienced and knowledgeable 
managers, and management oversight was present in all cases seen by 
inspectors. All the decisions reviewed by inspectors had taken account of known 
information. Almost all work progresses swiftly from referral to outcome and most 
decisions about the level of help that children need are proportionate. Inspectors 
found a small, but important, number of cases where, in their triage decision-
making, managers had not given enough weight to potential risks for children 
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when deciding on the level and nature of the enquiries that should be undertaken 
by the front door staff. Senior managers were reflective in their response to this 
feedback from inspectors and are actively considering how they can use this 
feedback to strengthen early decision-making at the front door.   

 In almost all cases, social workers contact parents without delay, to discuss 
openly the concerns that have been received by the front door. Staff display a 
sensitive and respectful approach to family circumstances and complexities. In 
cases seen, parents of disabled children received a prompt response to requests 
for support. Managers and social workers give feedback to referrers about the 
outcome of their requests for support.  

 In most cases, managers and front door staff think carefully about the need to 
seek parents’ consent before asking agencies to share information about them. In 
a small number of cases, the rationale for dispensing with consent had not been 
recorded well by non-qualified staff.   

 In the majority of cases seen by inspectors, decisions to transfer work to one of 
the two tiers of the local authority’s early help service were appropriate. 
However, in a small number of cases, the level or nature of the concern 
warranted either a social work assessment or a more timely response to 
children’s needs. Senior managers are in the process of analysing the reason for 
some cases being stepped up to children’s social care soon after being 
transferred to the early help service.     

 When child protection concerns are referred to the front door, in the majority of 
cases the response is proportionate and prompt. This includes the out-of-hours 
service. Strategy discussions undertaken by the front door service are 
comprehensive, and the steps needed to protect children are clear and well 
recorded. Relevant agencies attend, and there is evidence of effective multi-
agency working and assertive practice in relation to specific risks and concerns. 

 Although most police referrals about children’s exposure to domestic abuse are 
comprehensive, in a few cases there is delay in the front door receiving these 
notifications and not all police referrals include a domestic abuse risk assessment. 
When risk assessments are included, they are helpful to front door staff in 
planning a proportionate response.   

 Live and retrospective performance information about activity at the front door is 
helpful to managers. Managers maintain good oversight of performance, 
supplementing this information with manual tools and systems where necessary. 
A new electronic system, designed to improve management oversight of day-to 
day business across the service, is nearing implementation. 

 The response at the front door to children who are missing is well organised, 
despite the large volume of such notifications. Experienced and competent staff 
quickly and accurately log, assimilate and appropriately share information about 
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missing children. When children are found, well-recorded notifications contain 
important and helpful information which informs next steps. Kent county council 
encourages, and often chases, other local authorities to undertake return home 
interviews and to feed back the information and intelligence they receive. An 
independent return interview resource is available for other local authorities to 
commission if needed.  

 Family group conferences (FGCs) for adolescents who go missing are examples of 
innovative practice. Early indications are that this approach has reduced the 
frequency of missing episodes for a small number of highly vulnerable children. 
FGCs address the ‘push’ factors for children who feel disconnected from their 
families, and these meetings support the development of positive relationships 
between extended family members. This provides children with a source of help 
and support which they can access as an alternative to running away. 

 Assessments of teenagers who are vulnerable and at risk of exploitation include 
comprehensive information about children’s circumstances and the harm that 
they face. There is considerable, and mostly relevant, information-sharing by a 
committed multi-agency partnership at adolescent risk management panels 
across Kent. However, action planning from these meetings needs to be more 
outcome-focused, better informed by children’s views, time-limited and 
consistently and rigorously followed up. Partner membership needs to be at the 
right level of seniority to have greater influence as well as operational oversight.  

 Following its review and re-configuration, the local authority designated officer 
service is increasingly well organised and visible. There is evidence of careful 
tracking, oversight and coordination when there are allegations about adults who 
work with children. In the cases reviewed by inspectors, children’s immediate 
safety had been prioritised, with further consideration of risks posed by the adult 
concerned.  

 The quality assurance framework demonstrates a clear commitment by senior 
leaders and managers to using a range of methods, including case audits and 
peer review challenge as a means of improving practice. However, audits seen by 
inspectors did not sufficiently consider the lived experience of children or the 
impact of the work undertaken. The local authority is taking steps to address this, 
but the desired quality has not yet been achieved.  

Ofsted will take the findings from this focused visit into account when planning your 

next inspection or visit. 

Yours sincerely 

Kate Malleson 

Her Majesty’s Inspector 
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